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UOP's ski club winning
on the slopes
(see page 9)

Mangione:
Jazz artist blows out Spanos
Center in structure's
initial concert
(see page 6)

The Pacifican staff passes on
congratulations to the winners in the
ASUOP and SBPA elections.
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Hartley

landslide and Haverty VP

By Laura Kuhn
Staff Writer

I helped contribute to the large voter turnout. I think
the new vice president deserved to be vice president."
Freshman Ben Carmichael commented that his
third-place finish wouldn't discourage him from run
ning for office again in the future. "I wish Linda the
best of luck, and I'm looking forward in the coming
years to running for vice president again," he said.
President Hartley said his first order of business
would be to deal with the ASUOP budget. "The
primary thing I'm emphasizing now is reforming the
budget," he said. "The budget needs to become more
accountable to the students."
His additional plans for next year include in
creasing the communication between students on cam
pus and expanding ASUOP programs.
Linda Haverty announced that her first action as
vice president would be to "learn more about what it
takes to chair the board of supervisors' meetings."
She feels her most important task next year will be
to improve the communication between the students,
ASUOP and the administration.
Both Hartley and Haverty will be examining
closely the results of the ASUOP Self-Study done
recently. Hartley initiated the study, and Haverty ser
ved as the chairperson of the constituent school sub
committee. Both say they will work to implement
many of the study's recommendations to improve
ASUOP programs and services.
With a low student turnout at this year's open
forums and a general feeling of apathy among the
students, the high voter turnout was a surprise. It may
prove to be one of the highest ever voter turnouts for
an ASUOP election.
Election Coordinator Joan Knight was happy
with the way the entire election was handled. She
described this year's race as "fair" with "most of the
rules being followed closely."

In a landslide victory, Joe Hartley was re-electee
tSUOP president for the 1982-83 academic year I
oiarks the first time in UOP history that an ASUOI
president has been elected to serve two consecutiv.
terms>"«. At |T"PThe office of ASUOP vice president was won b'
i, hK' P,t»ifcnt qI'> Linda Haverty, current ASUOP academic affair
director.
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Voter turnout for the March 9 and 10 election wa
m
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higher than expected. A total of 989 valid ballots wen
race for president, while 978 valid ballot
«re cast in the vice presidential race. Total voter turn
wt was approximately 32 percent, up from the 2:
percent turnout of last year.
Hartley captured 82.5 percent of the vote com
He
oared to 17.5 percent for challenger Ken Scott. In th
vice presidential race Haverty tallied 68.3 percent o
the votes, with Craig England taking second with 18;
phont and percent, and Ben Carmichael third with 13.2 percent.
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Hartley was "ecstatic" with the victory, stating
full
n
"
'uI name. * «ft
that he was extremely pleased with the high turn
HartltH out."
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** 'or a second lid
"I think, overall, the students were pleased with
\ carton of milk.
ihejob ASUOP did this year," Hartley said. "A great
ileal of the students realize that with the mistakes we
'inks milk," head made this year, we can only improve next year."
*n tell that he's
Hartley maintained ~at an all-university forum
r*cJ for the held earlier this week that he was "even more deeply
Hut then, I'm about committed to his campaign this year than in 1981."
Vice President elect Linda Haverty commented
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and prepared for
nything else, ji
ould tell that

Incumbent Joe Hartley, shortly after
learning of his re-election as ASUOP
President. Hartley won with 82.5 percent
of the vote.
that the election was "really hard fought." She was
happy with her victory, saying "I'm very excited. This
is a big job that's going to mean a lot of work."
Ken Scott, Hartley's opponent in the presidential
race, felt the election was a success despite his loss.
"I'm glad the students showed overwhelming

Solidarity showdown

Student visits Poland
By Mark LeBien
Staff Writer
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For most Americans, the present nightmare in
Poland seems far away. At best we can only imagine
what life must be like in a country gripped by martial
law; the sight of soldiers and tanks in the streets; the
daily barrage of state propaganda justifying the
lovernment's crackdown; the perennial block-long
lines for basic foodstuffs; the sense of futility and
anguish that surely must eat at the hearts of a people
who so recently tasted freedom they had not known
for decades. Out of sympathy, we Americans try to
envisage the struggles of the Poles.
But Barbara Webster, a Raymond-Callison
student at UOP. does more than merely imagine the
hardships in Poland. In her own personal way, she ac
tually suffers with the Polish people each day.
A year ago at this time, Barb was a visiting
student in Poland. She left there in April, long before
martial law was imposed. But a part of her remained
'n Poland; and she cannot help but share in the pain
that Poles feel today.
. ,n„,
The Poland that Barb came to in February of 1981
"as beginning to undergo changes of revolutionary
Proportions. The Solidarity movement was only seven
months old, but it was expanding its membership and
influence every week. Suddenly, Polish shipyard an
factory workers had found the vehicle for their
grievances. Behind the leadership of Lech Walesa,
workers were asserting their new confidence an
°Penly defying the Polish government. In a system
'hat is supposed to provide for "each according to his
needs," Solidarity was publicly condemning the
government's inability to supply adequate food ana
"'her products.
Workers were calling for improved working con"'ons, changes in management, higherwages, a
"•her reforms.
Such demands, in Poland and
^where else in the Communist bloc, were an
Cutely unprecedented. But what made the Solidarity
Movement so dramatic was that it was not simply a
lo' of rhetoric; the workers meant business and hey
P'oved it by holding sitdowns and stnkes m
•
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a. LYou have one more semester to
it ofore
vnn graduate.
oraHnate. You know
-°re you
N kind of job you want, and now
Jj.are facing the problems of
>8 your resume, going through
"^"ews, and looking for that first
„
perhaps you are a freshman
LOPhomore and are still trying
Fkfc what you want to major m.
1 ^ave no idea how to develop
|T interests into a future career.
.?° you make your choice.
together you are a freshman.a
r> or anywhere in between, y
eyentually have to decide w

support for one candidate," he said. "I'm suprised I
lost by so much, but I give Joe a lot of credit and wish
him the best of luck."
Scott added, "Joe has the support of the students
now, and hopefully he can get the administration
behind him too."
Craig England, who came in second in the voting
for vice president, described his loss as "not a defeat,
but more of an accomplishment in making the effort."
England felt that "running for vice president was
well worth the time and effort." He added, "I'm glad

Staff Writer

UOP student Barbara Webster studied
extensively in Poland last year
association with Interfuture, an educational program
that is modeled after the Fulbright Scholarship
program. Interfuture offers American undergraduates
the chance to do graduate-level research work in a
foreign country. As a visiting student, with an interest
in law, Barb's research project involved a study of an
institution within Poland's legal system:
Social
Reconciliation Commissions, which provide an alter
native, informal means of dispute resolution outside
of the Polish courts. Barb's goal was to do an analysis

(see WEBSTER page 1 1)
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kind of job you want, and then go
through the process of trying to find
one. This is what the Career Planning
and Placement Center is all about.
Some people assume that the Center
is only for seniors, or only for
business majors, or only for someone
other than themselves, but the Career
Planning and Placement Center is for
anybody who wants to utilize it.
One of the main functions of the
Center lies in career development:
helping the student to decide career
direction. Bill McGregor, director of
Career Planning and Placement, says
that a majority of his time and his
staff's time goes to career develop
ment. The Center has three programs
to aid the student in this area. "They

„ n all
i l tools,"
f , \ r v l r " ^comments
r v r v v m o n t e McGregor,
\ / l nl
are
"to help a person in developing
vocational awareness and vocational
commitment. These tools are inter
mingled with personal counseling."
The first, Eureka, is a computerbased program to help students in
vocational selection by providing in
formation on academic preparation
for, opportunities in, and average
salary levels for vocations that they
are interested in. Vocational interest
testing is done through the Strong
Campbell Interest Inventory. Based
on a person's interests, SCII is
capable of assisting in identification
of various vocational options. The

(see CAREER page 1 2)

(see ELECTION page 1 2)

More early morning,
evening classes at UOP
By Rosanne Siino

Career Center for advice

By Bobi Bloom

New ASUOP Vice-President Linda Haverty
celebrates with a "silver bullet" upon
hearing of her victory Wednesday night.

Students may be facing more
8 a.m. and evening classes in up
coming semesters as a solution to
classroom utilization problems on
campus.
The Long-Range Planning and
Budget Committee (LRPB), in a
review of a Classroom Utilization
Report for 1981-82, agreed that a
classroom problem does exist at UOP
and may have to be remedied by a new
stystem of class scheduling.
"There has not been an over
whelming number of complaints
about classroom space," Paul
Tatsch, member of the LRPB, said,
"but what is obvious is that there is a
very uneven utilization of classrooms
during the day."
The LRPB recognized the
problem of some small, classes
meeting in large rooms, while large
classes are being cramped into small
rooms. Yet, according to Tatsch, the
main problem with classroom
utilization on campus is that most
classes are scheduled for the same
times of the day. Consequently,
classes must be placed wherever there
is an open room rather 'than in the
room that would best suit the class
needs.
"We have on campus what we
call general purpose classrooms, and
these rooms are heavily utilized Mon
day through Friday from 9 a.m. to
12 p.m. and then from 1 p.m. to
3 p.m.," Tatsch said. "But at less op
timal times of the day, these
S classrooms are empty."
"No one wants classes on
Friday, or early in the morning, or in
the evenings," Tatsch added. "These
times are just not optimal. But in or
der to make better use of classrooms,
we have been looking at the
possibility of scheduling more classes
at these less optimal times."
The Classroom Utilization
Report which was presented to the
LRPB did not show a serious
problem with classroom space, but it
was based on seating space available
in classrooms rather than on
classroom utilization, according to
Dr. Larry Spreer of the LRPB'. Spreer
explained that while 3,410 seats are
available in the 62 general purpose
classrooms, it is important now to
study how each classroom is used,
rather than how much space each
room has available.

"We may have 62 general
purpose classrooms on campus, but
not every room can be used for every
class," Spreer said. "A classroom
that is good for a seminar may be
lousy for audio-visual use, or lousy
for mathematics, so these classes
are not interchangeable."
Classes are scheduled into rooms
on the basis of a professor's estimate
of the size his class will be. According
to Spreer, this prediction system is
not a real problem, since most
estimates are fairly accurate. "The
problem seems to be in the quality of
classrooms and in getting classes in
the peak times between 9 a.m. and
1 p.m.," Spreer said.
The physical condition of
classrooms varies with age and usage.
"The condition of rooms, though, is
definitely a concern to faculty and
students-after all, some classrooms
are pretty marginal!" Spreer said.

"And while it may be efficient to
have classes in a room seven hours a
day, that's pretty rough on the
classroom."
According to Ross Morton of the
UOP physical plant, which is respon
sible for classroom maintenance, the
criticisms of classrooms seem to be
based on program needs rather than
lack of maintenance. Morton pointed
to passages in the WASC ac
creditation report that indicate some
rooms are inadequate for certain
classes, but not necessarily in poor
physical condition.
The WASC report on the
humanities division of the university
states: "Faculty offices, classrooms,
and other physical facilities are
generally in poor condition,"
blaming economic strains as a factor
in the low quality of rooms. But Mor-

(see ROOMS page 1 2)

Engineers will
receive funds
for concrete canoe
By Eric Swenson
Special to the Pacifican

The School of Engineering
will finally get its concrete canoe,
as a result of a board of super
visors vote Tuesday night.
The Board allotted $1,500 for
events that will be sponsored by
ASCE and SAPhA for students on
campus this summer. In doing so,
the move freed existing funds
already in the ASCE budget that
will now be used for the concrete
canoe.
Paula Dunn, president of
ASCE, was elated, and told the
Board, "You did the right thing.
The canoe will now be an asset to
the School of Engineering and
UOP."
Last week, ASUOP President
Joe Hartley vetoed the funds in
tended for the canoe. An attempted
overdue by the board failed
by a single vote.
In other business, there was a

discussion about procedures by the
board members. Board Chair Pam
Stanley had called Supervisor Jeff
Lun "dilatory," prompting some
controversy among the super
visors.
Chairperson Stanley
defended herself, saying that "I
have only called seven people
'dilatory' in my life...and I
wouldn't call [Supervisor Jeff]
Lun dilatory unless I felt very
strongly about it." Stanley was
defended by several other super
visors.
In other action, the board:
• approved an allotment of $1,415
for the Anderson Y. Last spring,
Anderson Y fell just below the
criterion for zero-based budgeting.
When the surplus funds came out,
the organization received funding
for C.Y.A., New Student Camp,
salary supplements, and tutorial
coordinators. The vote was 23-3,
with 4 abstentions.
• allotted $981 for two new photo
graphic enlargers for use by The
Pacifican and Epoch.
ill
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Letters to the Editor
Reader upset with P'can Carmichael endorsemen
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Anti-abortion proposals
detrimental to rights of
American citizens
This week the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee endorsed a proposed constitutional
amendment which would grant Congress, as
well as state legislatures, the power to ban
abortions. This marks the first time antiabortion legislators have cleared such a mat
ter through a full congressional committee.
The Human Life Federalism Amend
ment must be passed by a two-thirds vote by
both Congressional bodies if it is to be added
to the United States Constitution. Hence, the
act, which would overturn the 1973 Supreme
Court decision which legalized most abor
tions, does face a long and rocky road to
wards being accepted.
However, the so-called Hatch amend
ment (named after the bill's author, Senator
Orin Hatch of Utah) is not the only backward
step some of our legislators would like to take
in the area of abortion. The Human Life
Statute would define life as beginning right at
the moment of conception and thus would
outlaw abortion, as well as some of the most
effective methods of birth control. This
radically right-winged proposal (authored by
Hatch and North Carolina Senator Jesse
Helms) would only need a simple majority to
pass in Congress, and it is doubtful there
would be any problem coercing the president
to sign such legislation into law. It is this lesspublicized but more radical Human Life
Statute that is the truly lethal snake-in-thegrass.
The potent'
implications of this
proposal are extr lely serious. The bill, if
*ed, would seru usly affect the freedom of
millions of individuals in "the land of the
free," these United States.
According to the National Abortion
Rights Action League, over 1.5 million abor
tions are performed annually in the United
States.
That makes about 3 million
Americans (women and men) directly in need
of legal abortion rights. This would appear
to be enough individuals to cause an absolute

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 9 5 2 1 1
1209) 946-2114.

need for legal abortions, but apparently,
Senators Helms and Hatch do not agree.
The passage of this statue would also
bring about the following results:
• Abortions would be outlawed even in
the cases of rape or incest. Absolutely no one
would get sympathy from our moralistic
leaders.
• Use of the Interuterine Device(IUD)
and some forms of birth control pills would
be outlawed. Thus some of the most effective
forms of preventing an unwanted pregnancy
would be declared illegal.
• Even in cases in which a woman is
carrying a severely defective fetus, she could
be required to continue the pregnancy. Thus,
retardation and deformation in children
would most likely increase in great numbers.
In addition, dangers to tho- wo .ten giving
birth to such childre
J escalate
dramatically.
• Being that am
. would make
abortions illegal w
oased on moral
and generally, religious reasons, a very
disturbing precedent would be set which
would allow the establishment of one
religious bel'°f above all others. In fact, the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops
even issued a statement this week commend
ing the Senate Judiciary Committee's action
regarding the Hatch amendment.
Could
someone please tell me what happened to
separation of church and state in this nation?
• The ultimate concern for many regar
ding this issue is that abortions would con
tinue. However, the Human Life Statute
would make them illegal and therefore,
generally unsafe. Women would once more
be forced into alleys and backrooms and sub
jected to crude and barbaric forms of abor
tion. Coat hangers would once more be a
major tool of the trade, as scared and naive
women would be lowered to attempting self-
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nush your next editorial
Editor:
!!!to
because if it is like the
Over the last four years, I've had downthe toiiet because if it is like the
last
one,
it
is
a
piece
of manure.
the opportunity to enjoy reading the
Just for the record, I don t know
school paper. While 1 must say it
hasn't always been a great Ben. While I may or may not vote tor
NEWSpaper, it was generally fun to him, 1 think that he deserves more
read. At the start of this year 1 professional consideration than what
thought The Pacifican decided to was given to him. Remember that t e
point of "our" paper is to give news,
put the NEWS back into newspaper.
1 think that 1 must have been on not influence elections.
drugs! Your March 5, 1982 issue
Peter Perkins
really STUNK!
If by now you wonder what 1
mean, look on page three. Where do
Mr. Perkins,
you get the idea that a school paper is
Let me say that your letter was
for the advancement of your own
probably
the classiest one we have
political ideas? How could you say
the things about Ben Carmichael that received oil year. Sounds os though
you did? The poor guy is probably UOP has taught you a good deal of
wondering what he did to you. If he manners.
Also, I do realize that the
happens to get elected, it will be only
because a vast majority of the stu fragrance of newsprint does not exac
tly please the senses but to say the
dents do not read "our" Pacifican
If you feel that it is your duty to paper "stunk" I think could be going
"inform" the student body of your a bit too far.
In reference to your comment
choice for ASUOP offices, why don't
about political ideas being printed in
you try putting up fliers in the toilets?
By the way, when you are in there, a school newspaper: do yourself a

favor and read any professio
newspaper around election time.
Isit
not true that nearly every 0%
newspaper takes the liberty 0}"!e/
guarantees in the first amendment
the United States Constitution by °J
vising their readers on who is an7
not a viable condidate for whaiJ
office is up for grabs?
Finally, if "the point of <0u
paper is to give news," why ShZ
Saliva,
Cannabl?
we give you the right to run the abo
truly
views in this issue?
< °'Nliu're "desSned «h
I hope you have the opportUnih
to continue "to enjoy reading it
school paper."
ou8h % foul in the b.

RHA's call for more maids
Editor:
In accordance with numerous
complaints, the residential student
body hereby expresses its concern in
volving our inadequate janitorial ser
vices. Many living groups realize that
their maids are not the cause of the
problem, or should by no means be
reprimanded for this letter.
The
maids are seen working diligently,
with such vitality that it is obvious
that our inadequate service is
beyond their control.
The roots of this problem seem
to lurk in management. Why is it that
South/West has only one maid? That
Grace Covell has only two maids?
And the Quad has only three maids?
It is probably commendable of a
department to be able to boast that it
saves money by only assigning one
maid per four buildings, but is it
realistic?
With the accounts of moldy
shower floors, creeping athlete's foot
(contracted by five people in one
building), clogged drains because of
the hair, and students cleaning their
own sinks and floors when they have
become unbearable, we have firmly
come to the conclusion that this
mismanagement creates the obvious
inefficiency and inadequancy that the
residential student body encounters
daily in terms of the upkeep of their
buildings.
Even the accreditation team
specifically noted the poor condition
of our residential buildings. The time
allotted for our maids is distinctively
unrealistic. By the time they have
concluded one task on all three
floors, it is time to move on. True,
we realize the responsibiltiy of the
Student Life staff and even ot the

FSU classy

Editor:
As a Fresno-area native and an
avid Fresno State Bulldog basketball
fan for over twelve years (eight years
before I came to UOP), I strongly
and emphatically object to and
disagree with Karen Komsak's com
ments of last week, when she referred
to the visiting Fresno fans (the Red
Wave) as "obnoxious."
During and after the FS JOP
game of March 25, the Wave was in
deed enthusiastic, boisterous (often
deafening), and tremendously sup
portive of their team. But never ob
noxious, ugly or in bad taste.
The UOP players and fans
should be highly commended for
their efforts in the game; the Tigers
played their hearts out against one of
the nations's premier college basket
ball teams; they were in the game up
until t'
nal ten minutes. The Tiger
fans pi
'o be a formidable
challenge i
Wave throughout the
contest.
In fact, o..e reason that the FSU
fans have become so nationally
recognized and respected this year is
that they are such a class outfit.
They and the team they support have
brought to the PCAA much national
attention and reverence (FSU's
current-as of March 5-ranking of
ninth by UPI marks the first time ever
that a PCAA team has been in the top
ten). UOP .and the rest of the con
ference should pay tribute to the
tremendous job that Boyd Grant
(who deserves to be NCAA Coach
of the Year), the Red Wave, and the
Bulldog players have done.
Let's hope that Tom O'Neill can
now turn the Tigers around, and that
the city of Stockton will rise up to
form an equally overwhelming
Orange Wave.
Paul Kryder
COP

residents themselves to maintain
certain standards in their own residen
tial buildings, but that does not in
clude the scrubbing of showers, mop
ping of floors and decontamination
of toilets.
Our maids need more time to
complete adequate services for the
main priority of this campus - the
students. We, the residential students
of UOP, are not certain of exactly
where we rank. In all cases, we
should be of top priority and our
living conditions should reflect the
millions of dollars we contribute to
this university. We sincerely request
that instead of making your depart
ment appear efficient on paper, you
expand this idea and make it look
good in its true purpose - in the
buildings around campus and more
specifically in "our homes."
.!
We again would like to note that
we realize the problem is beyond the
control of our maids. In fact, many
buildings applaud their maids for
their gallant attempts to beat the
system by doing excellent jobs, and
we see the source of this problem
rooted in mismanagement and poor
planning.
We, the residential students, will
not let this issue rest. We realize in
corporation of new programs will
take some time, but change should be
evident. Please realize that you are
dealing with the cleanliness of our
homes-

Respectfully,
Paul Ramsey,
RHA President

Greeks not greedy
ditor:
Not belonging to a fraternity and
living off-campus is no reason to
gripe about not getting "your" selec
tion of tickets for Band Frolic. It is
obvious that you have never par
ticipated in a Band Frolic, or you
would realize that much work and
rehearsing are required.
These
rehearsals consume much time and
work, but why do we do it? We do it
for our family, friends, and fans.
We dedicate much time to Band
Frolic since it is a fund raiser, and it is
fun for the spectators as well as part
icipants. We, the Greeks, are not
gifted with the "power" of con
trolling lines or tickets; we work for
them also. We get out there and
stand in line for our tickets, which are
limited to each person.
Since you are in pharmacy
school, I suspect that you've been
here at least three years, and you
should know by now that Band Frolic
is a sell-out event. It's a fact that if
you want your selection of tickets
you've got to work for them also.'
Some of us sacrificed our time and
were late to classes, so you have no
excuse. You should or could have
gotten someone to get your tickets or
stood in line earlier.
AKL does not plant rooters*
many are family, alumni, and friends.
1 think you are exaggerating the
amount of empty seats. Some were
for little sisters who went back prior
to our oncoming to wish us luck, and
to help with makeup, etc.
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My Turn
Readers speak out
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Cannabis SaffvaT*marijuana to

most of us, is a truly amazing little
plant. Nature designed this hearty
deed to generate its own moisture
trough excreted resin when things
j0t hot and foul in the badlands.
Certain Western Indian tribes
recognized its hemp to be a strong,
durable fiber suitable for rope. But
nature never really intended us to
inhale the 419 or so chemicals from
jt5 burning bud, and a landmark
health study explains why.
The Institqte of Medicine of the
, 'tru",^innj2??b»| Rational Academy of Sciences served
up the results of an exhaustive 15Wf
month
study on the health effects of
'°m« advic., j
>f f
marijuana
last week. Headed up by
for our ^
the highly respected editor of the New
Inland Journal of Medicine, Arnold
*« do what We
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I view the Middle East crisis as
Perhaps the most serious issue
S has abso'^e America faces at the present time.
The June 7 Israeli raid on the
i.h^>:
liaqi reactor was, at the very least,
t « °
understandable".
So also is the
Probability that Arab leaders are even
"ow planning the destruction of
Israel's nuclear capacity, as well as
considering how best to acquire a
nuclear capacity of their own. With
*100 billion a year in oil revenues to
sPend by
Arab oil producers, it
Stock1
shouldn't take too long.
drin^
r
This terrifying threat, an
,?nk.n«4fart
^calating nuclear confrontation oe'ween Israel and the Arab world, will
^ reduced only if the current shaky
cease-fire can be broadened into a
ssting peace between Israel and the
Palestinians.
J
In my judgement, such a peace is
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THr' 'j Can mn as hi®h as 15%
t HC, and hashish oil up to 80% in
L HC concentration.
In light of these health detriments,
he central question becomes one
ot societal judgement: Is marijuana
dangerous enough to present a
significant hazard to the collective
welfare of our society?
Should
penalities be imposed on those who
choose to smoke marijuana in the
privacy of their own homes?
The states, for the most part,
have reached a middle ground on
penalties, allowing simple possession
but cracking ddwn on the 10% who
traffic the drug. According to the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML)
13 states have "decriminalized"
possession of marijuana for personal
use. All have eliminated arrest, sub
stituting a traffic-ticket type of
citation; all eliminate imprisonment
as punishment, substituting a small
fine; and all eliminate permanent
criminal records.
The other states offer a mixed
bag, ranging from a maximum fine of
$2,000 and up to six-years in jail in

Possible

only if

the

Palestinians,

like

Palestinian's failures or lethargy in
the past, Israel's militancy since the
1967 war is rapidly forging a united
Palestinian resolve to have their own
homeland or die in the attempt. Of
all peoples, the Israelis and the
American Jewish community should
understand this passion and resolve.
Where is the Palestinian
homeland to be? There is only one
place: the West Bank and the Gaza,
perhaps confederated with, or under
control of, Jordan. This was the goal
Of Camp David, an agreement
providing for five years of progress
towards autonomy and the ultimate
emergence of a demilitarized
Palestinian state.
The government of Prime
Minister Begin, however, has clearly
been unwilling to accept even
autonomy, let alone the concept of a
Palestinian state. Shortly after Camp
David, it became clear that Begin
would do everything possible to
prevent autonomy. He first expand
ed the West Bank Settlements and
then annexed East Jerusalem. The
Israeli government has steadily ex
propriated Arab lands and water
rights, doing everything possible to
make it difficult for Arab inhabitants
of the West Bank to prosper. Two
moderate Arab mayors were deport
ed, allegedly as an "example
to
terrorists, but also undeniably to
inhibit the rise of any moderate
Palestinian leadership which might
press for fulfillment of the Camp

m
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Th.esf health impairments can be
magnified with an increase in the
potency of the weed smoked. Home
grown marijuana is relatively benign
m potency, while marijuana from

Money can't buy you lo"f'
the proper
be doctors who will
neariv any
V equipment,
and will perform nearly
°Peration for the right price.
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Arizona, to a $20 fine for possession
of up to one ounce in South Dakota.
In many ways, discrimination
seems to be the answer to the
problem of possession of marijuana
for many states.
Police are
freed to pursue other dangerous
criminals, but marijuana possession
last year still topped 360,000 accord
ing to FBI reports. NORML West
Coast Coordinator Gordon Brownell
has called decriminalization "the
political reality for the time being."
On the federal level, the status of
marijuana laws will most certainly be
reinforced under the Reagan ad
ministration. Many pro-legalization
groups understand that for many
Congressmen, the lessening of
marijuana penalties will not be a viable
voting issue in their districts when the
elections roll around in 1982. So, the
federal law, which allows for up to
five years of imprisonment and a fine
of not more than $15,000 for
distribution of marijuana, is likely to
stay on the books for some time to
come.
In the end, of course, an inform
ed citizenry will do very near what it
wants.
Adopting the Ernest
Hemingway code of morals that
"What is moral is what you feel good
after, and what is immoral is what
you feel bad after" is undeniably
nearly complete among the young,
particularly the college-aged. Neither
an Institute of Medicine study nor
Mother Nature nor federal statute
can change that reality.
But the value of these incon
veniences is that they allow the user
the alternative of abstenance to using
another harmful substance. It is an
alternative that more and more users
are coming full circle to realizing. A
University of Michigan study released
last week revealed that regular
marijuana use among 17,000 high
school seniors dropped from 11% in
1978 to 7% last year. The most
frequently
cited
reason:
the
teenagers' concern about possible ad
verse effects of marijuana smoking
on physical and psychological health.
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David promise of autonomy for the
West Bank.
Begin's policy is understandable
in view of the makeup of his govern
ment, both before and after the
recent elections. His Likud party has
never had a majority in the 120member Knesset. Begin, in order to
govern, has had to form a coalition
with the deeply-religious National
Religious Party, whose members
believe that Israel bv riehts owns the
West Bank. Begin, immediately after
the June 30 election, was quoted as
saying that his victory represented a
mandate for "Eretz Yisrael", the
greater Israel, including Judea and
Samaria, the West Bank.
This puts Israel diametrically at
odds with U.S. poilicy. Since 1967,
the United States has subscribed to
UN Resolution 242. reauiring that
Israel give up the West Bank (and
now East Jerusalem) in consideration
for Israel's right to live in peace as a
recognized state within secure and
recognized borders. If an ultimate
Palestinian homeland and full,
recognition of Israel are indeed the
keys to peace in the Mideast, then
United States foreign policy must
seek to persuade, or failing per
suasion, force Israel to fairly
negotiate an autonomous
West
Bank as Begin promised at Camp
David.
Paul N. McClosky (R) is the U.S.
Congressman from California's 12th
district.

Congress.
And remember, this proposed law would
require only a majority in both houses of
Congress. It is not an amendment to the
Constitution, but rather a law which defines
the moment that human life positively begins.
If science cannot fully and absolutely define
what constitutes a human being, how can
Jesse Helms and his radically conservative
cohorts?
The current movement against legal
abortions must be squelched in its infancy.
For this to take place, those in favor of
retaining our basic rights must step forward
and speak out. Write your Congressman or
newspaper, but don't fear usl"g J°^
thoughts and voice to combat such blata
restrictions of freedom.
—Kevin Bartram

Easter in
Warsaw
By Barbara Webster
President Reagan at Christmas
asked us to put a lighted candle in our
window for the oppressed people of
Poland. C.A.R.E. calls to us on
television for donations to help feed
the hungry there.
A Superbowl
crowd waits a silent moment before
kick-off, thinking, ostensibly, of the
"courageous people of Poland."
Images flash across our television
screens: tanks in city squares, road
blocks, riot gear, and long, long lines.
Details are sketchy, but one thing is
clear: freedom, like food on the
shelves of shops, is non-existent in
Poland now.
Memories hit me with the icy im
pact of Polish wind. I can imagine
the crackdown all too well. I can see
the half-hidden urgency and im
mediacy on the faces of my friends,
and of strangers on the streets there.
I've seen it before, a year ago: the
time "it almost happened."
It was Feb. 1, 1981, when I
arrived in Poland. What struck me
most even then was the food
situation. The lines outside the fond
stores remained constantly at about 40
people long, with the exception of the
meat stores, which were so nearly
empty there was nothing to wait in
line for. I ate in a student cafeteria
where there was plenty to eat the first
couple of months, but is was hardly
the hearty cuisine which Poland is
known for.
The food situation declined
steadily during my stay in Poland.
The political situation was much less
predictable.
Two or three weeks after my
arrival, I had my first close-up
experience with the strikes so charac
teristic of the present crisis.
In
Cracow, Warsaw, and Lodz, every
institution of higher education shut
down and students (including friends
of mine) occupied numerous ad
ministration and classroom buildings,
demanding fifty educational reforms
of a decidedly political nature.
It soon became apparent that the
progress I could make on my research
project at any given time was directly
related to the political situation.
There was some respite when General
Wojciech Jaruzelski, Poland's new
premier, declared what he termed "90
days of peace," a time in which there
should be no strikes nor any reversals
of government policy regarding
decisions already reached with
Solidarity. It took a few weeks, but
finally it began to look like the 90
days of peace might become a suc

cess. Everyone began to breathe a lit
tle deeper, smile a little wider, and
talk with nothing but hope about the
future.
It was the night I attended my
first session of the Reconciliation
Commission that everything changed.
You could feel it in the air as clearly
as a shotgun blast in the middle of the
night. The night before, over a hun
dred milicja officers (members of the
national police) had been set loose
with billy clubs in a room of
Solidarity leaders in the northern city
of Bydgosc. Three local Solidarity
leaders were in serious to critical con
dition in the hospital.
Solidarity had to do something.
The anger of the Polish people
demanded it.
But for the union
leadership to respond angrily was
exactly what those responsible for the
Bydgosc incident wanted.
Strikes
were the only cards Solidarity had
ever had with which to play, and a
general unlimited strike throughout
the country was their only ace-in-thehole. This time they had to bet on it.
All this was happening with Russian,

"President Reagan
had been shot.
Some experts think
that alone saved
Poland that week."
East German, and Polish troops
already equipped and deployed
throughout the Polish countryside.
The Warsaw Pact maneuvers had
started a few days before.
I tried to make arrangements to
leave
the
country
for
the
weekend..:just in case. I could not.
Though the borders did not officially
close, all train tickets, I was told,
were sold out. The airlines which fly
to Poland had cancelled their in
coming flights. A telegram I sent to
the program coordinator in Frankfurt
was returned undelivered. And I had
a bigger problem: my visa as of that
week was no longer valid. To get a
new one would not have been dif
ficult under normal conditions, but it
meant leaving my passport with the
milicja for two days. The American
consulate (what was left of it...all
non-essential personnel, we were
told, had been evacuated that week)
told me on Friday not to let my
passport out of my sight if I could
help it. The chances of armed inter
vention were, they told me quietly,
far too great. I was technically in
Poland without permission, yet I was
unable to leave.
Sounds of shelling and bombing
from the maneuvers began to be
broadcast daily that week, along with
reports (confirmed independently)
that there was only enough food left

in Poland for twelve days.
If it hadn't been before, the
meaning of the unlimited general
strike set for the following Tuesday,
was now clear. One by one, that
weekend my friends said good-bye to
me and headed home. Anya went
first, the musicology student who
worked in a print shop. She told us
before she left of the posters she'd
just finished in a rush for
Solidarity—the ones giving instruc
tions on how to hide cows, how to
preserve fresh water, and how to
resist a "foreign army." We watched
as people headed home from work,
with strange, ugly, heartbreaking
looks hidden just behind their eyes, in
faces that were fighting to look nor
mal. It was fear in its purest form.
. The news came that evening that
the strike had been postponed, at least
for a day.
I received this infor
mation, as did the others, with guar
ded relief. I was exhausted so I lent
my radio to some students across the
hall: they were going to listen all night
to BBC and Voice of America. They
would, they said, report to me first
thing the next morning. So I slept.
What 1 awakened to the next morning
was their horror-stricken faces as they
returned the radio. President Reagan
had been shot. Some experts think
that alone saved Poland that week.
It's very possible that Moscow feared
accusations of complicity and the
reactions of Haig if they took action
just then.
Whatever the reason, Russian
tanks did not appear on the streets of
Cracow that day, or the next. The
strike was finally called off
altogether, and slowly the Polish
students returned to the dorm.
Western food aid and loans, as well
as nearly complete food rationing,
kept some food at least on the shelves
for longer than 12 days.
My stay in Poland was over three
weeks later, and ended with a very
special Easter holiday with a wonder
ful family. Even the admission by
Lucyna's older brother Zbiszek, that
at one point all he'd eaten for eight
days was lard—even that could not
dampen the festivities for long. Life,
they told me, must go on.
I remember that wisdom when,
at Christmas, I watched on the news
as a Pole dragged a Christmas tree
home past a tank. And I'll remember
it this Easter when I wonder how long
it's been since Zbiszek ate. Or even if
he lives...Jie works at the mine where
shortly after martial law was
declared; the miners attacked armed
soldiers with axes. He might very
well have been among them.
And I'll remember it if I hear
that he died. "Life," his parents will
be saying with that urgency, that im
mediacy upon their faces, "must go
on."
Barbara Webster is a senior
Raymond-Callison student and a
major in International Studies.

PG&E rate hike issue debated
PG&E has passed a nearly 10(f
percent increase in energy costs to its
consumers in the past 12 months. The
rate hikes have stirred criticism of
PG&E. In an effort to provide a
forum for rational discussion of this
volatile issue, The Pacifican invited
comments from PG&E, and from
Doug Carter, president of the Tax
payer's Association of Stockton.
Their comments are printed below.

By PG & E
Pacific Gas and Electric Com
pany is a utility responsible not only
for providing gas and electric service
economically and reliably to nine
million people in Northern and Cen
tral California, but also a utility
committed to providing a broad
range of conservation services and a
full array of alternative energy
sources.
It is important to realize that the
ability to provide these services is in
serious jeopardy.
The cause of the jeopardy is not
hard to find. Since the early 1970s

By Doug Carter
In approaching the PG&E rate
increase problem, one must seriously
consider ideas from all groups who
may otherwise differ, including
PG&E, the Sierra Club, the Public
Utilities Commission, etc. We have
tried to do so.
Assemblyman Bob Naylor says
"the state government must take at
least part of the responsibility for rate
increases, because its regulatory ac
tions have driven up the cost of
energy and reduced the supply. For
example, the Air Resources Board
requires expensive low-sulphur oil in
stead of cheaper high sulphur oil with
'scrubbers' to remove air pollutants."
Some options the Taxpayers
Association is now considering:
•Form a San Joaquin County
Chapter of Toward Utility Rate
Normalization (TURN). TURN is
located at 693 Mission St., San Fran

and continuing into 1980 and 1981,
the rates the company has been
allowed to collect from customers
have fallen far short of the costs of
providing these services. No business
can continue for long selling its
product below costs, and PG&E is no
exception.
In the past ten years PG&E's
customers have paid approximately
$1.4 billion less than it has cost to
provide them service. This has oc
curred despite vigorous cost control
efforts on the part of the company.
As a regulated public utility, the
company has every incentive to cut
costs. This incentive arises because
once rates are fixed, the only way to
maintain or increase earnings is to
control costs. This cost control in
centive is effective. It allowed PG&E
to hold the line on electric rates
throughout the 1960s, despite general
inflation in other prices. But doubledigit inflation and steep OPEC price
increases have pushed costs far
beyond the ability to find offsetting
economies, even with an intense
desire to do so.

The problem, simply stated, is
that the rates have been consistently
fixed at less than what is needed to
cover fast-rising costs. As a result,
the financial health of PG&E—like
that of many other utilities across the
nation—has become seriously im
paired.
The rate regulatory process, so
well adapted to earlier times of slowchanging or declining utility costs,
has proven inadequate to handle the
need for rate increases during present
times of fast-changing and raising
utility costs.
Restoration of the company's
financial health is needed not just to
keep faith with the investors in PG&E
who have seen the value of their
common stock decline to the point
where it is selling for less than 3/4 of
its book value. The real beneficiaries
are the company's ratepayers.
With a strong financial base
PG&E can afford cost-saving energy
programs and can finance them at
lower cost. The result in the long
term is rates lower than they other
wise would be.

cisco.
TURN constantly criticizes terest Program (ZIP) provides
qualifying customers with interestand challenges PG&E before the
PUC, and presently is trying to raise free loans to insulate and apply
$25,000 for legal assistance. It also energy conservation programs to
wants to form more nonprofit TURN dwellings. Some oppose this program
because bills would go up a few cents
chapters.
per month; some Sierra Club mem
•Decide on nuclear power.
Sacramento Municipal Utility District bers acknowledge it does increase the
offers 86 percent or more cheaper rates, but is still cheaper than other
rates, mainly due to reliance upon alternatives.
•Have the government purchase
nuclear.
Are you willing to, like
Europe, build more nuclear power ALL fuel supplies - geothermal, fossil
plants or bite the bullet and instead fuels, solar, nuclear, etc. and reduce
PG&E to a mere role of purveyor
pay much higher rates for reliance
or carrier.
upon fossil fuels?
•Elect the Public Utilities Com
Finally, there are no "quick fix"
mission. Decide whether to propose a answers, although some interesting
state constitutional amendment to things do pop up. Two examples: the
change from six-year appointed petitions to recall the PUC com
commissioners to elected com missioners, and the Sierra Club's
missioners who would have to run study stating the investment in solar
every tv/o years, and therefore, be programs by utilities so far has cost
customers more in administration
more responsive to the public.
($2.5 million) than has been saved in
•More conservation education
incentive payments ($1.7 million).
and measures. PG&E's Zero In
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New engineering fields Crowd at
to raise enrollment
I buildup protests arms

The School of Engineering is of
fering two new area of specialization
to their students, mechanical
engineering and engineering physics.
In the past the school has had
four major areas of study leading tro
a bachelor of science degree, civil,
computer, electrical and management
engineering.
Starting this spring
semester, they are offering
engineering physics, and will offer
mechanical engineering in the fall of
'82.

Both programs will take a total
of five years to complete and will also
require one of these years to be spent
on the Co-op program.
The current enrollment of the
School of Engineering is 430 studen
ts. Because enrollment is increasing
15-20 percent per year, they will ex
pect a doubling of student enrollment
in the school by 1986. By offering
two new areas of specialization they
will be able to meet the needs of the
future students.
According to Dr. Edward Evans,
who is working directly on the new
mechanical
engineering
program,"For every 100 high school
graduates who enter the field of
engineering, 90 students chose among
the three disciplines of civil, elec
trical/computer, and mechanical,
about equally. To meet this demand,
UOP needs a mechanical engineering
program of study to complement its
major programs."
Evens describes mechanical
engineers as the "cornerstone of
engineering" because they combine
their technical skills as engineers with
education of the social problems
facing our nation today.
Since the field is so broad, they
are breaking it into two areas of
specialization; Energy systems and

mechanical design. All students will
take classaes from both areas but they
will be able to chose an emphasis
through elective courses.
The department will be housed in
the new engineering building and will
utilize the new labs and classrooms.
They hope to have the first graduates
from the program in 1987 and will
seek accreditation at the same time.
The new engineering physics
program being offered this semester
is one of the few on the west coast.
The program which is in its first
semester, has an enrollment of 8
students.
Engineering physics has not been
recognized as an important field until
just recently. Many universities that
have this specialization, offer it only
in the physics department, instead of
with engineering.

Dr. Andres Rodriquez from the
department of physics said the
program came about naturally Both
deans from each school were for the
combination program. Engineering
physics provides training in both
physics and mathematics along with
engineering.
Rodriquez estimates that the on
ce the program is established, they
will have an enrollment of about 50100 students. They will also seek ac
creditation after the first graduating
class.
Since the program is a com
bination physics and engineering,
they will be able to use established
sources and will only need to add a
few.
If you have any questions regar
ding either program, contact the
School of Engineering at 946-2151 or
Dr. Andres Rodriquez, department
of physics for engineering physics.

California Water History
to feature former governor
By Dan Sousa
News Editor
and

Eric Little
Staff Writer

Former California Governor
Edmund G. Brown will be the
featured speaker at the 35th Califor
nia History Institute. This year's
theme will be California Water
History.
"Water is more important
historically than the gold rush. Water
is the most important thing in
California's history," said John
Bloom, director of the Holt-Atherton
Pacific Center for Western Studies,
which will coordinate the event.
Brown, who is the primary in
stigator of water legislation in the
state, will speak at the banquet on
Friday evening, April 2.
The
seminar, which is free to UOP
students will include the next day
with a Delta Cruise. Seven sessions
will be held during both days, with
speakers from throughout the state.
"We chose Brown to speak
because of his knowledge on the sub
ject, rather than just his celebrity
status." said history professor Ron
Limbaugh, who is one of the mem
bers of the Institute Board.
This year's program will cover
the history of water from the days of
the early Indian and Spaniard
civilizations to the proposed
peripheral canal, to California's
water outlook in the 21st century.
The issue of water is a controversial
topic, but the Institute hopes to take a
more scholarly approach to the issues
rather than a rhetorical approach.
"All participants are expected to
leave partisanship aside, so that all
facts can be examined," said Bloom.
Most of those in attendance will
be
Institute
members
from
throughout the state, but local
citizens and students are welcome.
Students who register before March

15 will be admitted free, with a fee of
$15 charged for late sign-ups.
The object of the seminar is to
provide participants with complete
information so that they can make in
formed judgements. One of the most
controversial issues at the conference
will focus on the proposal peripheral
canal, whose fate will be decided this
June.
"We are not avoiding controver
sy, but trying to study the issues,"
said Bloom, who mentioned that two
of the student papers will be on the
canal.
The peripheral canal will stretch
from the lower Sacramento River to
near the Tracy pumping plant, where
it will connect with the already
existing California Aqueduct. This
would allow Southern California to
increase its intake of Northern
California's water. The water will be
needed desperately when Los Angeles
can no longer take water from the
Colorado
River
because
of a recent supreme court decision.
"The committee decided to
choose water as the theme because we
predicted it would be useful for
Californians wherever they lived,"
said Bloom. He also pointed out that
one of the major contributing reason
to California's water woes is the fact
that 2/3 of the state's population is in
the south, while 2/3 of the state's
water supnly is in the North.
"Water made Stockton into a
center for the trade and agricultural
development of the San Joaquin
Valley," said Limbaugh.
The Holt-Atherton Pacific Cen
ter for Western Studies is willing to
give one unit of extension education
credit for those involved with the in
stitute program. For more details,
contact the Holt Atherton Pacific
Center at 946-2405.
"We hope this will just one of
the many forums for intelligent
discussion that the Institute
provides," commented Limbaugh.

ITUALLS
Now 2 can play for the
price of 1! Just call for a
court and play anytime on
Friday • Saturday • Sunday

PUBLIC WELCOME!

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
2303 W. March Lane • Across from the Hilton

951-3795

By Wendy Moss
Staff Writer

Approximately 65 Stockton
citizens gathered at the steps of City
Hall to protest the use and
proliferation of nuclear weapons and
to denounce the arms race last Sundav.
There were no speakers at the
demonstration, nor was it affiliated
with any political group. Rather, it
was part of an escalating nation-wide
grass-roots compaign to freeze
nuclear armaments.
Junko Kanaya-Adams, who
helped organize the Stockton demon
stration, said she learned about the
plan to demonstrate peacefully from
a
Palo
Alto group called
Woman to Woman, Building the
Earth for the Children's Sake. The Palo
Alto group received the information
from a group on the East Coast, ac
cording to Kanaya-Adams.
The protesters, who remained at
City Hall from noon until about 1:30
p.m., carried signs with such slogans
as:
"Stop Arms Race-Let the
Children Have Their Future," "Stop

the Arms Race-Save the Earth For
Our Children," and "Make Rain
bows, Not Bombs."
Ted Kanaya-Adams, who also
helped organize the Stockton effort,
stated that the group was demon
strating out of their concern over the
issue of the arms race: "Unless
people begin to let the president and
Congress know of our distress regar
ding the nuclear arms race, we will
find ourselves in the midst of a
nuclear war. And by then it will be
too late."
Ted Kanaya-Adams noted that
there was "a very good cross section
of people from Stockton:
men,
women, old, young, students from
UOP."
Some students had brought their
guitars to the protest. They led the
crowd as they sang John Lennon's
song "All We Are Saying Is Give
Peace A Chance."
Similar protests were held at city
halls all across the nation at noon,
and evidence for support of
the movement can be seen in many
areas of the country.
According to an article in the
March 4 issue of The Christian Scien-

News
Passing
the buck
Will the private sector
pensate for government

ce Monitor, recent polls in California
show that "voters approve a bilateral
freeze by a 2-to-l margin.
500,000 signatures have already been
gathered, more than enough o p
the measure on the California ballot
in November.
Karin Fierke, co-director of the
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Compaign
National Clearinghouse in St. Louis,
reported the the Christian Science
Monitor article that there is
level of freeze activity" in 279
congressional districts in 43 states.
Fierke added that "resolutions
approving, a weapons freeze have
passed
the
legislatures
in
Massachusetts and Oregon, the New
York State assemble, and the House
of Representatives in Wisconsin and
Connecticut. In addition, more than
50 organizations, including the
National Council of Churches and
the YWCA, support the campaign."
As The Christian Science
Monitor report pointed out, "The 16month-old 'freeze campaign' con
tinues to gain strength from many
areas of the nation," and has "a
breadth of interest comparable to the
anti-war movement of the 1960's."

UOP to plant trees on Arbor Day
Arbor Day, an old tradition at
UOP, will be Friday, March 26.
Students, alumni, faculty, and ad
ministrators and others will work
together to plant trees donated by the
living groups on campus.
Living groups and any other
organizations, are able to donate
trees at a cost of $10 per tree. The
Student Alumni Council, who spon
sors Arbor Day, will award prizes to
the living group that donates the most
money for the trees. The SAC will
also awarcf the group with the highest
percentage of the living group in
volved with the planting. The prize
includes a "pizza feed" for the plan
ters for the winning living group.
The last day for donations is
March 17. They may be turned in at the
SAC office in the fifth floor of Burns
Tower. Those wishing to participate
in the planting may meet at the Raney
Recreation Area at 2 p.m. on the
26th.
Last year, Grace Coveil Hall
donated money for six trees and the
University
Center
apartments
donated money for three.
Within the last couple of years,
over 100 trees have been planted as a
result of Arbor Day. The tradition
dates back to the 1800's when the
campus was located in San Jose. It
was revived in 1980 after having been
discontinued for 23 years.
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Three perspectives from re cuts)
tatives of business, nonPresen.
Profi
organizations, and the govern™ t
will try to help answer"this" 1
concern. The speakers
program, which will be held
campus will be John Cyr 0f
Cyr realtors, Santi Rogers of
Stockton State Hospital
Randy Ronk, a Stockton Cit
councilman.
Sponsored by Pi Alpha Alnh,
and the American Society for pe
sonnel Administration, a"
program, titled "Passing th!
Buck" will be held Tuesday
March 16 at 7 p.m. in the Regent'!
Dining Room.

Beauty
pageant

Reserved-seat tickets for the
14th Annual Miss San Joaquin
County Pageant are now available
at the Delta Box Office. Tickets
are priced at $8 and $6.50, and
may be purchased in advance or on
the night of the pageant. T0
reserve tickets call, 951-3816,
This year's pageant, set for
March 20 at 8 p.m. at Delta
College's Atherton Auditorium, is
themed "Puttin' on the Ritz."
Nine finalists are competing
for the title of Miss San Joaquin
County.
The winner of this
pageant will compete in the Miss
California Pageant and will receive
a $1,200 scholarship and a $1,500
wardrobe.

Chamber
concert
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The Sierra Chamber Players,
a group of four musicians from
UOP's Conservatory of Music,
will present a resident artist series
concert on Monday, March 15;
The 8:15 p.m. program in the
Conservatory auditorium will k
open to the public, with admission
being a $2 donation to the Conser
vatory scholarship fund.

Exhibit for
local artists

m

Many trees on campus are the result of past Arbor Days.

ROSE PHARMACY

MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3 00 for info. SEAFAX,
Dept. B1 7. Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362

Costume Rentals for all occasions

An art exhibition featuring
recent works by four well-known
San Joaquin Valley artists is
scheduled for March 15 to April
at UOP.
. .
Approximately 50 works W
Rowland Cheney, Gil Delling®'
Raoul Mora and Dan Petersen will
be
in the
uv on
v/ii view
»iv yy 111
mv show in
University Center Gallery,
works will include watercolo'
oils, acrylics, pastels, and scur
ture.
There will be an opening
reception on Sunday, MardU ^
2 p.m. in tne gallery.
the exhibit, which is sponsorthe UOP Art Department, win
a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.

sales of theatrical make-up
and costume accessories
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The U.S. Supreme Court
upheld a local law designed to
regulate the sale of drug parapheri in a session March 3. The
1978 ordinance passed by Hof
fman Estates of Illinois was
challenged by a store selling
paraphernalia, on the grounds that
the law was "too vague" as to
what items could be sold and how
they could be sold. The court
rejected (by a vote of 8 to 10)
claims that such laws violate the
Constitution because they are
inherently too vague.
The Hoffman Estates law
does not ban, but regulates the sale
of items "designed or marketed
for use with illegal cannabis or
drugs." Under these regulations,
stores wishing to sell drug
paraphanalia must obtain a licen
se, and keep records of the name
and address of each purchaser. All
sales are banned to minors.
A local head shop manager
feels that this kind of regulatory

law wouldn't have much affect on
clientele. She stated that it would
be difficult to initiate, financially
and feasably, for most stores. It
wouldn't deter many purchasers of
drug paraphernalia because "if
there isn't any place else to get it,
they'll have to come here"-even if
that means leaving names and ad
dresses. This stricter regulation
could decrease the chances of the
occasional minor acquiring
paraphernalia, however.
So far, this law and others like
it are on a local level, but through
the Supreme Court's ruling, these
ordinances may eventually be sub
ject to state and federal
legislation's. In the light of recent
findings on the effects of
marijuana perhaps an eventual
total prohibition on sales is on the
way.
In California, sales are
restricted even to non-minors, as
several
communities
have
measures that regulate head shops.
In Stockton, there are groups
working
towards
stricter
regulation, and Sacramento has
already banned head shops.

Orgasm is the ultimate force,
of-life. So why do people repress
sexuality?
A lecture on
orgonomics defined and addressed
this problem in Cailison Lodge last
Monday night. The lecture is part
of a course titled Religion of the
Body, instructed by Dr. Larry
Meredith.
Orgonomics is a science
created by Wilhelm Reich that
studies "cosmic orgone energy."
An example of this type of energy
is the orgasm. Reich describes the
orgasm as something so complete,
so powerful, that when achieved, a
person literally becomes uncon
scious. It is not just a simple
discharge of energy; it is pure,
primordial energy.
Wilhelm Reich is considered
by the wholistic health community
to be "the father of the orgasm."
Time magazine refers to Reich as
"the epitome of the mad scien
tist."
, Reich was born during the
revolution in the early 1900s. He
was exiled by several countries
before he came to the United
States to lecture on the orgasm.
In the U.S. he continued his
research on orgone energy. He in
vented an orgone accumulator,
which attempts to save orgone
energy, by not allowing it to escape
into the cosmos. The device looks
like a telephone booth, in which a
person sits to save his orgone
energy.
Reich believed at one time

that cancer resulted from the
repression of orgonic incest, and
that an orgone accumulator could
help to cure cancer. He rented out
the devices for $10 a month.
In the late 1950s, Reich was
prosecuted for his promotion of
the orgone accumulator. He
resisted arrest because he did not
feel it was a case for the judicial
community, but an issue for the
scientific community. Reich was
sentenced to two years in prison
and authorities ordered all books
that mentioned orgone to be
burned. The author died in prison.
In this university, as in others,
the curriculum offered generally
reflects more accepted theories of
thinking.
Orgonomics and
Reichian philosophy are ususally
buried, but in Religion of the Body
they are resurrected.
Dr. Meredith rejuvenates and
restores these theories in his class,
saying, "The orgasm is the ab
solute word for religion." He
speaks of orgasms in terms of
religion, political structure and life.
Meredith tells the story of
Peter, Reich's son, questioning his
father about God. Meredith
imitates Reich's response: "there
is no supernatural father in the
heavens, but there is orgonic
energy.
Pure,
powerful
energy—that is God. It is in you.
It is in me. It is in everything there
is. All the organisms have it."
By revealing Reich's theories
on the psycho-sexual foundation
of political behavior, Meredith
show that "natural sexuality is a
threat to authority." He con

By Dan Sousa
News Editor

What is it like to be a woman in
1982?
This is just one of the many
ion featuring questions that the women's studies
1
jr weil-kno* program is attempting to answer
ey artists I through a concentrated area of study
i Val
Marc i ij to hp on campus.
" Women's roles are changing
. <0 works W - our culture, and we feel there
;fGii w»s should be an area of inquiry for
students," said dance professor
sho* fit Karen Bradley, who is one of the
'""a#* loltri' three professors on the program's
tore committee.
' . J, watc
c#
To fulfill the concentration, a
ini
50
.pis
student must take a minimum of 20
•nits from the program's offered
«1U * an f* course's, and complete an introducl0ry Winter Term class.
"We don't know what we are
i°ing to do when they cut Winter
torn," commented Bradley, who has
a member of the Women s
Studies family for three years.
The program was established in
'974 by a group of women faculty
"[embers from Raymond-Callison
Co"ege. This year a milestone was
jjched when three men joinedthe

steering committee, marking the first
time that male faculty members have
taken an active part in the program.
"I see an eventual evening off,
but I believe that the consciousness
has been raised somewhatreplied
Bradley.
The program is run under the
Center for Integrated Studies and
recieves no funding from the univer
sity. . This means that the professors
do not get paid for the courses they
teach unless they compare part of
their normal university workload.
"The job is strictly volunteer,"
said Bradley, who enjoys the intellec
tual challenge, but would like to see
more help from departments allowing
professors to teach their courses as
part of their load.
The other two members of the
core committee along with Bradley
are professors Marge Bruce (English
and Black Studies) and Roseann
Hannon (English). The core commit
tee plans the meetings of the steering
committee, which is comprised of all
participating faculty members.
"A lot of women on campus
have questions of what that word
'women' means," remarked Bradley.

Staff Writer

Phi Delta Chi members gather outside their house.
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Religion of the Body is ob
viously not a typical class. The
students do not sit at desks, but on
couches or on the floor. The
material covered is controversial
and the presentation is atypical.
Meredith does not practice
self-restraint when he lectures. He
dances around the room; he chants
his message. And once in a while
he'll lay down on the floor and
kick up his arms and legs to em
phasize a point.
As one student expressed,
"Larry speaks with his body."
Meredith rouses questions on
freedom, sexuality, religion and

By Amy Margolies

12 Outdoor Tubs in a patio garden
setting
All private facilites surrounded by
redwood fencing
Cabana changing area w showers
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"The orgasm is the
absolute word for
religion."
He
speaks of orgasms in
terms of religion,
political structure
and life.

politics that aren't usually asked.
He doesn't restrict himself to one
point-of-view, nor does he inflict
his opinion on the students. He
does attempt to make them feel
and to gain perspective on an
alternate mode of thinking.
Student response to the class
is positive. On student called it
"an eye-opener." Another stated,
"It covers a lot of topics that
wouldn't ordinarily get covered,
and Larry gives a good presen
tation."
The syllabus describes the first
lecture as an "invitation to body
consciousness." The class sub
sequently becomes involved with a
number of theories concerning the
use of space: masculine space, the
psychology of space, feminine
space, and broken space. Students
are required to keep a somatic
autobiography and a journal. Part
of the grading policy is based on a
project reflecting their interest in
the class, as expressed through
painting, mime, ceramics, multi
media circuits, film, dance, etc.
Meredith says that past
projects have included "the acting
out of a Frank Zappa number,
complete with gun and purple
tights; climbing up the side of a
-dormitory with mountaineering
equipment; slides on unattractive
spaces at UOP; and phallic candle
ceremonies."
Meredith's philosphy is that
the learning process is ineffective
unless the crucial element of in
terest is present. There is one
requirement for Meredith's class:
the student has to be interested."

Phi Delta Chi frat affords pharmacy fellowship

Tubbing in Stockton
bck°

tinues, "There cannot be a political
revolution without a sexual
revolution first."
Reich believed that the
orgasm is not a private experience,
but that there must be a political
structure in order for it to occur.
Communal
suppression
of
sexuality is prior to individual op
pression.

One of two frats
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Outstanding.
Professional.
Dedicated. These words describe the
professional pharmacy fraternity, Phi
Delta Chi. The UOP chapter of Phi
Delta Chi is ranked first put of 46
chapters nationwide. This honor,
held for two years in a row by the
Pacific chapter, entails a point system
based on several professional phar
maceutical projects. No other Phi
Delt chapter has ever received this
honor for two consecutive years.
The former dean of the phar
macy school, Izan Roland, founded
Pacific's Phi Delt chapter in 1956.
However, the national fraternity was
founded in 1883. Jeff Hill, president
of the fraternity stated, "Phi Delta
Chi's main purposes are to promote
professionalism and to support the
pharmacy profession."
Hill also explained the advan
tages of having all members be phar
macy majors. He feels that since the
curriculum hasn't changed in years,
the third-year students help the
second-year students, and the secondyear students help the pre-pharms.
Hill said, "It seems to work well this
way, and anyone will help another if
he has the time."
Phi Delta Chi's major fundraising event for the year has been a
project called "Phi Delt 1000," in
which members did actually raise
$1,000. Raffle tickets were sold at the
Pacific Club, with prizes being
several cases of wine. The group
holds car washes and sells Phi Delta
Chi pins and bumper stickers.
The fraternity members have
been involved with a variety of service
projects, including the annual blood
drive in the Conservatory. As well as
giving blood, the members of Phi
Delta Chi are certified to take blood
pressure tests. The group does this

four times a month at various corpor
ations around the Stockton area.
Phi Delt's greatest success is the
completion of their physician direc
tory. The members create a file card
for each doctor in Stockton complete
with their license, phone number,
and other important information.
Then they compile a reference file
and sell it to local pharmacies for $25
a piece.
Although Phi Delt is a
professional pharmacy fraternity, it is
not without its social events. Mem
bers hold several open parties
thoughout the year, and have had
social gatherings with all of the
sororities. Phi Delta Chi's rush is
during February, with a A/i week
pledging program following. This
should answer the frequently asked
question of why Phi Delt doesn't par
ticipate in Band Frolic. The frater
nity is also very involved in in
tramural sports at UOP. In additon,
several of its members serve as
hashers at the sororities.
Of the 60 members in Phi Delta
Chi, 25 live in the house located
across Pacific Avenue.
When
President Hill was asked how he feels
about being an off-campus fraternity
he replied,"When we're having a par
ty, we have to consider our neigh
bors. We go around from house to
house telling them we're having a par
ty and to feel free to call if they have
any complaints." He feels that by
communicating with the neighbors
there is mutual cooperation between
the two parties.
The Phi Delts are obviously very
proud of their house. As Hill put it,
"We have a good mixture of hard
work and great times. Let's face it,
you can't study all the time."
Next week The Pacifican will
feature an article on Kappa Pse,
UOP's other Pharmacy fraternity.

M. Reagan, Senate contender,
to speak to campus club
Maureen Reagan, Republican
candidate for U.S. Senate and the
daughter of President Ronald
Reagan, will be the keynote speaker
of the California Young Republicans
annual convention banquet to be held
Saturday, March 20, at 7 p.m. at the
Stockton Hilton.
The dinner will cost $30 per per
son or $50 per couple; however,
tickets purchased in advance will cost
$20 per person. Hospitality Suites by
the statewide candidates will follow
the dinner.
Anyone interested in attending
the event should contact either
Claudia Dochterman, 931-4085, or
Ken Scott, 952-7863. The pre-

registration deadline is March 16.
Maureen Reagan will not be the
only Republican candidate attending
the event. Commitments have already
been received from Mike Curb and
George Dukemejian, along with
many other candidates for statewide
offices. The event is the culmination
of the past year's Young Republican
successes and the election of new
Young Republican statewide officers.
For further information about
the Young Republicans, the Califor
nia College Republicans, or the con
vention itself, please call Claudia
Dochterman at 931-4085, or write
9027 Frankford Lane, Stockton, Ca.
95212.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Mangione plays top-notch concert
Spanos Center works for concerts;
acoustically sound, well set-up
By Frank Reichert
Staff Writer

The Alex G. Spanos Events
Center held its first large concert
last Saturday with a performance
by Chuck Mangione and the
Chuck Mangione Quartet. In the
words of Steve Alexander,
ASUOP social director, the event
went "incredibly well."
A sold-out crowd of 3,500
people enjoyed an almost threehour show from the jazz
flugelhornist. The concert was a
success in every aspect.
The crowd, which was com
posed of about one-third UOP
students
and
two-thirds
Stocktonians, bought up enough
tickets to make money for ASUOP
Social, the first time that has hap
pened in years. The profit from
this show will back future events,
according to Alexander.

Chuck Mangione and the Chuck Mangione
Quartet played before a near sell-out as the
Spanos Center made its debut as a concert
hall last Saturday.
Mangione, shown
By Frank Reichert
Staff Writer'

Mike Bross, entertainment editor
of The Pacifican, was faced with a
dilemma. There were two concerts on
March 6, both of which he needed to
(review. Mike's problem was which
$how to go to, and where he would
send his star reporter, Frank
Reichert. Mike's choice boiled down
to either visiting the city of ex
citement, San Francisco, to see
Cars and a great opening act of Nick
Lowe, sitting in the press section seats
Jn a packed Cow Palace, or staying in
JStockton to watch a jazz show by
jChuck Mangione in the unproven
•Spanos gym. The decision was made
!and I spent Saturday night in
[['Someplace Special." I guess Mike
[utilized his editor's privilege.
[Looking back at the evening, I would
[nave used my writer's privilege and
[stayed in Stockton anyway.
My first thought when I received
the assignment was: Chuck Mangione
plays jazz. I don't know too much
about jazz. I decided that if I were to
write a good review, I'd better study

playing the keyboards, was accompanied
by Chris Vadala on the flute and Gordon
Johnson on bass. Not pictured is drummer
Everett Silver and guitarist Peter Harris.

up on jazz(anyway, my date would have
killed me if I gave back the tickets
with the explanation that I was not
qualified to review the concert.) So I
read books on jazz, talked to people
who know jazz, reviewed albums by
jazz artists, read mountains of jazz
articles in magazines, and borrowed
many albums. After studying harder
for this concert than I normally study
for school, I felt I was ready for
Chuck Mangione and the Chuck
Mangione Quartet.
When I arrived at the Spanos
Center, just about every seat was
filled. About 75 of the 3,500 available
tickets were left unsold. The Center
had been converted into a concert arena
fairly well, considering the place was
not built for concerts.
At 8:20 p.m. the show started.
Thinking I would get bored, I was
prepared to take notes throughout the
concert to keep me awake. It turned
out that I needed no help staying
awake. Actually, I was captivated.
Apart
from
Mangione's
flugelhorn and electric piano work,
the show was dominated by Chris
Vadala on piccolo, flutes, saxes, and

percussion, or as Mangione described
him, "on everything." Backing
Vadala and Mangione were recent
recruits: Everett Silver on drums,
Gordon Johnson on bass, and Peter
Harris on guitar, who each played
their own good quality solos. But the
stars of the evening were Mangione
and Vadala.
The concert lasted alifiost three
hours, with a half-hour break in be
tween sets. Mangione was definitely
well-received by the Stockton crowd.
About two-thirds of the audience
were locals, with the other third being
UOP students. This fact led to a very
wide age group in attendance. Sitting
in front of me were two ladies who
were...well, they had grey hair...and
next to them was a young lady who
had to be all of twelve years old.
I got up and walked around the
Alex G. Spanos Events Center. The
seats were comfortable everywhere,
and the acoustics were very good. It
does require binoculars to sit in the
nosebleed section though. I have to

Henry Weinhard Day,
Hump Day,
and
St. Patrick's Day
March 17, 1982
HAPPY HOUR
FOR U.O.P.
ANYTIME:
WITH I D.

Entertainment Editor

The 1982 deluxe model of the
Cars, with all accessories added at no
cost, cruised into the Cow Palace last
Saturday night and eased through an
hour and a half set of old favorites
and sparkling new material off their
U.O.P.

DRAMA

So, for some great beer
make it

HUMPS BAR & GRILL
VENETIAN SQUARE
MARCH & PERSHING
957-4322

Alexander got the idea of
Mangione being a perfect group to
open the Center last fall, before
delays set in. Alexander states that
he has a free hand in who he can
bring to the Spanos Center. The
only advice given by the administration is in the area of
publicity.
The social director
stressed that he encourages
suggestions from students on
which groups to engage for the
university.
The Spanos Center concert
opening was a complete success,
which left students and city people
anxiously awaiting its next use.

give a big hand to Steve Alexander §j
and his crew. The concert went very t
well.
I'm not going to say that any of <
the players missed a couple of notes,|
or that Mangione has been more ex
citing in the past; I don't know these
things. For the largest jazz concert
I've been to, this was a great show.
Mangione, wearing his characteristic
black hat and sporting chin-length
hair, put on an interesting show of
himself in his song introductions and
open-mouthed keyboard playing.
I recognized five of the 13 songs
played that night from radio air time.
When Mangione introduced "Give It
All You've Got" a big cheer came
from the crowd, who remembered the
Winter Olympics, the music written
by Mangione, and the American
hockey team's victory over the
Soviets. One of the most enjoyable
songs of the night came from
Mangione's gold record album that
was the soundtrack to a neverfinished movie called "Children of
Sanchez." The group also played an
untitled tune from an album which
will be recorded when this tour is
finished.
Thank you, Mike Bross, for this
assignment. I hope you had a nice The multi-talented Chris Vadala was Mangione's equal as he
time in San Francisco. I had a blast sparkled on the flute, piccolo, saxophone and percussion.
here at home. And thanks for
sparking my interest in jazz. It will
now be played frequently on my turn
table.

latest release. The sold-out audience
danced and partied to the smooth
ever-crisp sounds of the Boston-based
new-wave/rock quintet.
Led by singer/songwriter Ric
Ocasek's soaring and often moody
voice, the band raced through a lively
set which surprisingly relied heavily
on older material (mainly off their

PRESENTS

GETTING

OUT

BY

MARSHA NORMAN
DIRECTED BY ALAN COOK
TICKETS. $4.00 /S2.00
BOX OFFICE. 946-2209

O'OOP.M.
STUDIO THEATRE
MARCH 11.12.13.18.19.20

RECOMMENDED FOR

Help Henry Weinhard
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Not to mention Hump day, with
Happy Hour Prices on Henry All Day

The
Center
is
fairly
acoustically sound, and after
Mangione's experts went through
tests and modifications, every seat
in the complex received a clear and
sharp sound.
The most important aspect of
this opening is that everyone, the
school and the general public, now
know there is a proven arena
capable of holding a large concert
in Stockton. Now that the first
show has been successfully com
pleted and all problems worked
out, the job now is to book bands
to play here.
There is currently nothing
planned in the future for the Cen
ter. The J. Geiles Band was booked

ADULT

AUDIENCES

debut album). Opening with the
slower paced, beat-laden "Since
you're gone" off their fourth and
latest release Shake It Up, the Cars
jammed through their crowd-pleasing
singles: "Good Times Roll," "My
Best Friend's Girl," "Just What I
Needed," "Moving in Stereo," and
"Let's Go."
One problem with the Cars:
they're plastic! Only on a few oc
casions would any of the individual
musicians sway from the recorded
versions of the songs. Only lead
guitarist Elliot Easton and keyboard
ist Greg Hawkes showed enough con
fidence to divert even the slightest
from the originals. Crowd pleasing
yes, but extremely talented, probably
not.
Nevertheless, the Cars remain an
interesting band. Constantly evolving
(taking chances on albums, but not in
concert), the band loses and gains
different fans at a turnover rate
quicker than the Oakland Raiders.
First billed as a straight rock band
because of the debut album, The Cars
have moved slowly, but deliberately
away from the mainstream (a.k.a.
Journey, REO Speedwagon, and
btyx) and towards the more abstract
new-wave frontiers. Surprisingly,
their popularity continues to rise. It's
nice to see a band which is not afraid
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Cars in concert drive along smooth road
By Mike Bross

Humps Presents

Alexander's crew, set-up,
ushers, etc. were well-prepared for
this initiation and handled all
problems quickly and confidently.
The social director said the crew
"outdid themselves."

to play here on March 29, but the
group decided to take the week off
instead. Alexander is working on
getting a major band to play as a
climax for the upcoming Pacific
days. Steve explains that most
bands are in the studio right now
preparing for summer tours.

i,v Horror Pic(ure
l»eR

So, in the long run, the Cars ®
concert are fun. They give "j
audience just what it needs-go^
dance music, popular hit songs. B",
buy their albums to hear The Cats
true talent.
. ^
Let me take this opportunity
"push" San Francisco concerts
general. As the above story say
(Chuck Mangione, by
Reichert), I used my "e^.0
privilege" to choose which conceIL
cover. I'm damn glad I chose ^
Uars. Let me tell you about my
in0;
the City, Frank, and compare,1
^evi
yours in Stockton. Along with
con
group of very good friends, I
in Ghiradelli Square and The ^
nery, drank Irish Coffee at the \
famous Buena Vista, played ar J
in Chinatown and the f'na J)
district during the afternoon, sW}
at an mumait
intimate uai
bar downtown . cfll
couple of drinks, rode the ca ^ ^
back down to the wharf, and
as the sun set over the Pacific^-- ^
drank a bottle of wine wim
Golden Gate Bridge on the rig
the sunset on the left. Finally we
to the concert.
day'
Frank, I hope your
mine'
Stockton was as nice
seriously doubt it!

V
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ENTER TAINMENT
Rocky times ahead
for cult classic

et- Up

Ike Rocky Horror Picture Show
Directed by Jim Sharman
It all began as a stage musical
^nceived by Richard O'Brien. Titled
"They Came From Denton High," it
a fun-filled, meaningless rock
S"**vl;r
ind
r°" show that, according to
)
O'Brien, "any ten-year-old could en
joy." No social comment or preten
ds intent, it was just a package of
™* |id«a
ffaziness.
Later the name was changed to
Alt,.. . *"• btfj "The Rocky Horror Show." It was a
success on stage in London in 1973
and is still playing there nine years
later. In 1974, a film was made of it,
now logically titled The Rocky
Horror Picture Show, and the world
had a definition for the term "cult
movie classic."
from ,,u!,C0UfJ!«
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
» to tnli!e!,s °» »as originally in general (ordinary
"* for th(
market) release, but failed miserably
due to its unusual subject matter.
Twentieth-Century Fox's director of
advertising, Tim Deegan, saw that the
film would only appeal to a select
crowd, and managed to cultivate that
crowd through selective distribution.
He convinced Fox to contract the film
10 theatres for midnight showings
only, and the rest is history. Shown
mainly on Friday and Saturday
nights, the film has attracted faithful
fans and gregarious groupies, who ofsn dress up like the characters, throw
assorted props, or just yell lines to the
characters on the screen. Some have
sen it hundreds of times, and it is the
longest-playing film in Stockton (in

*55*Si?
.^?IS
5,^5
ft Ft*

an ongoing engagement at the Vallev
Qnemas) and many other places
"

seen h

u

Pf

you who

haven't

sS

another
planet ChW aitl ng from
theSe are Dr.
Frani M e°
Frank N. Furter (Tim Curry), and his

SS

(°'Brien>

servamfnMRiff Raff
nMa?enta and Columbia
(Patricia Quinn and Little Nell).
ln lhe course of one evening,
these strange characters show Brad
and Janet sides of life they never
faced before, from kinky sex to mur
der and cannibalism. There is also the
creation of Rocky Horror (Peter Hin
wood), Frank's latest triumph, and a
subplot involving Brad's old science
loacher, Dr. Everett Scott (Jonathan
Adams) and his nephew Eddie
(Meatloaf). Laced with a very good
rock and roll score, the film is all fun
and a great escape vehicle. It's thesis
seems to be "there's no crime in
giving yourself over to (absolute)
pleasure." It completes the fantasy
element with a "don't dream it, be
it " theme.
As interesting as all this is, I'm
afraid The Rocky Horror Picture
Show has seen better days. With the
passing of time, many former fans
have gone on to other things, leaving
the Rocky realm to the people just
discovering it. Crowds now are very
unorganized and offensively uncon
trolled. The fun has deteriorated into

a lot of people screaming obscenities
for no other reason than the fact that
the management usually doesn't let
you yell in movie theatres.
I like the film, but am not a
fanatic. I stopped throwing rice years
ago, but occasionally go to enjoy the
film on an escape level or to ap
preciate it technically. For a lowbudget film, director Sharman has
done a good job cinemagraphically. I
especially like the editing of the
Rocky Horror creation sequence,
timed to the flashing lights and the
beat of a drum. I also like the end
of Frank's entrance number, as the
camerii shots get closer and closer
to him, climaxing in his exit.
The actors do marvelous work
with the very one-dimensional
characters, and Bostwick and Sarandon are perfect in everything they do.
I particularly like their "Dammit
Janet" number (my favorite part of
the film).
With the release of the new
O'Brien opus Shock Treatment
(which he insists is not a sequel or a
prequel, but an "equal"), the
question arises: What will become of
Rocky Horror? Will it live forever, or
fall into such disarray that the mid
night showings will stop and the
crowd will put away their rice and
toast forever? No one knows, but
with its heyday becoming history, I
definitely see "rocky" times ahead
for The Rocky Horror Picture Show.
To borrow one of its lyrics: "It was
great when it all began."

Llanfairpwllgwyngyyllgogery...
is just a small Welsh village
By Cheryl L. Darby
Staff Writer

'Portions of this article have been ex
acted from The Book of Lists, The
look of Firsts and A Book About A
thousand Things.)

A poll taken from 1970-78 of
he most hated of feared persons in
history included the following: Adolf
5
equal > 1* litler, Idi Amin, Richard M. Nixon,
MaoTse-Tung, and Dracula.
• Muftd'00" 5
1'
Did you
know that in
fV
».»n«
and
pafcuaa*"
finlifl •' r
Shakespeare's Hamlet, the role of
Hamlet has 1,422 lines?
How often does the heart beat?
It varies with the sex, age, mental and
physical condition of the individual,
>ut the average is 72 times a minute,
104,000 times a day, 38,000,000 times
»year and 3,000,000,000 times in the
average lifetime.
Which is correct: whisky or
»hiskeyl
Both are correct, but in
oof
jjve
J hade usage "Scotch whisky" and
"Irish whiskey" are distinguished.
Commercially, there is no such thing
to I**

th road

kill t

, my

Did you know that dropping a
dented ping-pong ball in boiling
water will take out the dent?
The only existing animal with a
moving upper jaw is the alligator.
Moshe Dayan lost his left eye
when a bullet hit the telescope he was
looking though.

The ten ugliest words in English
have been said to be: phlegmatic,
crunch, flatulent, cacophony,
treachery, sap, jazz, putocrat, gripe
and plump.
The perfect bra size is 34B, ac
cording to a majority of women
questioned in a survey on the subject.
There is a village on the island of
Anglesey in Northern Wales called
Llanfairpwllgwyngyyllgogeryehwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch. It has 58
letters and 19 syllables and is shor
tened to Llanfair P.G.
Absolutely pure water would be
harmful to the human body and all
other delicate living things. Whether
water is harmful or conducive to
health depends on the presence or ab
sence of disease-producing foreign
matter and the proportion of
mimaals.
The oolachan, a species of fish in
the regions of the Northern Pacific,
is so fat and oily that when dried it
can be used as a candle or lamp
merely by drawing a wick through it.

Stockton Civic Theatre offers
two shows for the price of one

Two for the show—two plays
«ud Zwl one evening that have delighted
J!ew York audiences, "Black
comedy"
and "The Private Ear,"
Aloof
^ntinue at Stockton Civic Theatre
lllrough March
20.
•
Both one-act plays by
, wright Peter Shaffer are slight
^entions, contrived and cheery entertaining. In an interview,
J
1
i '
. 'ffer said, "People go to the
jo'
T^tre for many reasons, but
Sly, I think, to be surprised."
J 'Black Comedy" and "Private
>" you will see what he means,
'n "Black Comedy," John
* 0
of
lie
-fl tl>ver
(Brindsley)and Judy Wood(Carol) appear as the desperate
th* *
f i*i I JJ'Ptor and his sweet but slow(r.te<J fiancee.
Shivaun Nestor
hcAr 11*
I ea) portrays his determined old
.Ve whom he has overlooked turn5°ff before turning on with the
V' Other characters are Randy
ij*1* (Col. Melkett) the deb s
irffy father; Ludwick Villani
>nge) the neighboring owner
n borrowed furniture; Margaret
hin (Miss Furnival) the sP'Insffir"
{?, alcohol abstainer; John
!tw m (Schuppenzigh) the: puz£ repairman; and Joe Neely
art
Nton gcr) the wea y
'The Private Ear" cast con*
b
(v" °f three actors from "Black
^y" in contrasting roles.
1

as "Scotch whiskey" or "Irish
whisky."
Ray Bradbury wrote Fahrenheit
451 in the basement of a UCLA
library, feeding coins into a
typewriter every half-hour to do the
job.
Ages of some people if they had
lived until 1982:
Clark Gable, 81 (1901-1960)
John F. Kennedy, 65 (1917-1963)
Judy Garlan d, 60 (1922-1969)
Marilyn Monroe, 56 (1926-1962)
Anne Frank, 53 (1929-1945)
Jimi Hendrix, 40(1942-1970)
James Dean, 51 (1931-1955)
Janis Joplin, 39(1943-1970)
Jim Morrison, 39 (1943-1970)
Sharon Tate, 39(1943-1969)

John Niemi (Tchaik) portrays a
sensitive young man who prizes a
classical record collection and
thinks he might make a little
progress with Shivaun Nestor
(Doreen) as a giggly girl visiting his
apartment. She remains cold to
the serious music he plays for her
until he switches to "Madam But
terfly " A dinner is obligingly
cooked by his friend Ludwick
Villani (Ted), who regards himself
as a perfect devil.
John Gliessman has directed
both plays, applying a rapid-fire
pace to "Black Comedy and
hilarious mood atmosphere to
"The Private Ear." Joe Neely
designed the one basic set for both
one-acts.

Performances continue
Fridays and Saturdays through

March 20, with a 2:30 matinee this
coming Sunday, March 14, and
an 8:30 Thursday performance on
March 18.
Tickets may be reserved by
telephone, (209) 473-2424. Reser
vations not picked up at the box
office at least 24 hours before cur
tain time will be sold. Reser
vations made by phone the same
day of the performance and not
picked up at the box office at least
30 minutes before curtain time will
also be sold. Box office hours are
from 1 to 6 Wednesday through
Saturday.
Student rush tickets at $2 go
on sale to persons with student
identification cards five minutes
before curtain time for any seats
not sold at that time.

Belushi remembered
John Belushi was never a war
hero Nor was he a policy changing
politician. He didn't come up with
the cure for a disease or advance
science in any manner.
Belushi was a comedian and
quite simply, all he did was make
people feel good. He made an entire
generation laugh during a time when

the world around us left little to
laugh at.
Thankfully, his comic talent has
been captured by the Saturday Night
Live reruns. Those shows will live as
a stepping stone to the comedy of the
future. Its sad, though, for moist felt
Belushi was to be the comedian of the
future.
John Belushi 1949-1982.

Entertainment Briefs
KUOP to air new radio magazine
An in-depth examination of the
past, present, and future of the San
Joaquin Delta will be presented on
"Spectrum," a new radio magazine
airing Thursday, March 18, 7 to 8
p.m. on KUOP 91.3 FM.
The March edition of "Spec
trum" features live interviews with
local personalities and conversations
with national figures, including a
Stockton minister who stars in mar
tial arts movies, and Gore Vidal,
a novelist and a US Senate candidate.
A live discussion of the
economic, political, and recreational
aspects of the Delta provides the op
portunity of KUOP listeners to join
Hal Schnell, author of "Dawdling on
the Delta," and George District, as
well as the "Spectrum" panel of
reporters. Listeners should call
946-2428 to voice their views.
Another segment discovers
"Religion of the Body," a course of
fered at the University of the Pacific,
in a live discussion with Professor Dr.
Lawrence Meredith. Dr. Meredith is
the author of The Sensuous
Christian.
In addition, Spectrum reporter
Kimball Coburn offers a "sound por
trait" of Cornelius Bumpus,
saxaphone player and member of the
Doobie Brothers Band. Selections
from Bumpus' new solo album A
Clear View which aired first on
KUOP will be included.

KUOP's "Spectrum" will feature an interview with
Cornelius Bumpus, (pictured above), saxophone player for
"The Doobie Brothers, on Thursday, March 18 at 7 p.m.

Harpsichord recital
Dr. Charles Schilling will
present his ninth annual harp
sichord recital on Tuesday, March
16, atUOP.
Schilling will present his first
s jio recital on the new French
double harpsichord made by
William Dowd in Boston at the
8:15 p.m. event in Morris Chapel.
The resident artist series
program will be open to the public
without charge and feature 18th
century German, French, Italian
and Spanish music. Included will
be three preludes and fugues by
Bach, an Italian sonata by

Paradies, two Spanish sonatas by
Scarlatti, and works by Francois
Couperin and Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach.
Schilling, university organist
and professor of music, will tune
the harpsichord a half step lower
than modern international pitch
for a temperament more suited to
the music of that period.
The Conservatory of Music
faculty member has studied for 10
years with Laurette Goldberg of
San Francisco, and is a student of
Davitt Moroney of London and
Paris.

Casino Night sponsored
by sports association
On Saturday, March 27, the
Pacific Association for Women's
Sports will be holding their second
annual Casino Night.
The
association commonly referred to
as PAWS is in its third year of
supporting women's inter
collegiate sports programs at
UOP. Funds go towards the pur
chase of equipment, uniforms and
awards. The sports included are:
field hockey, volleyball, basket
ball, softball, tennis and swim
ming.
A $15 tax deductible donation
guarantees each donor $25 in
chips, two free drinks and free
hors d'oeuvres. Participants will

have an opportunity to play craps,
baccarat, blackjack, wheel of for
tune and roulette. Prizes in
cluding a trip for two to Lake
Tahoe will be given away to the
top gambler, with others having an
opportunity to win Luck of the
Moment prizes.
Master of
Ceremonies for the event will be
Fred Tose, FM 100 Sportstalk
Host.
Casino Night will be held at
the Convention Center at the
Stockton Holiday Inn, with doors
opening at 7 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased at the UOP Athletic
Ticket Office or at the door.

Duncan
classes
today
By Michael Hamm
Staff Writer

This weekend the Conservatory
of Music and the Conservatory
Student Senate present the longawaited master classes with Todd
Duncan. Singers, teachers and
students of all levels are invited to at
tend as singers from all over the West
Coast sing for the renowned Duncan.
The internationally known Dun
can teaches voice in Washington,
D.C., and is head of the voice faculty
at Curtic Institute of Music. Todd
Duncan, says the Washington Per
forming Arts Society founder, is the
greatest artist in the history of
Washington. Several United States
presidents have invited Duncan for
command performances at the White
House. His masterclasses comprise
his exclusive West Coast appearance
for the 1981-1982 season.
Fulltime UOP faculty, students
and staff may observe the masterclasses without charge: Friday, March
12, 3 to 6 p.m. in Long Theatre;
Saturday, March 13, 9 a.m. to noon
in the Conservatory; and Saturday af
ternoon 2:30 to 5:30.
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Baseball
faces
top
teams
Comments
's
By Paul Vakay

last weekend for a three-game series,
was victorious in two out of the three
games against UOP.
The first game, which Fresno
won 4-3, could have gone either way.
Pacific jumped to a 3-1 lead in
the first inning on shortstop Jay
Wagner's single and home runs by
second baseman Rob Brzezinski and
third baseman Vic Madden.
However, the Bulldogs scored
three unearned runs in the second in
ning and hung on thereafter for the 43 win.
Losing pitcher Ron DuHamel
threw an excellent game, allowing
just one earned run. But Fresno took
advantage of erroneous Tiger fielding
to come out on top.
The Tigers and Bulldogs split
Saturday's doubleheader with UOP
winning the first game, 3-1, and
Fresno winning the second, 8-3.
Pitcher Greg Unger allowed only
one unearned run and scattered six
hits, as he successfully stifled Fresno
bats in the first game, 3-1.
The Tigers drew first blood in
the second inning as first baseman
Pat MacFarlane singled, stole second
and came home on outfielder Dave
Yahnian's sacrifice fly.
Fresno battled back and scored
their lone run in the fourth inning to
tie the score, 1-1.

Staff Writer

' By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

After last week's series against
the highly-ranked Fresno State
Bulldogs, the Tigers are in Fullerton
this weekend to take on equally tough
Fullerton State.
Fullerton, with a 13-6 record and
a thirteenth place national ranking,
will entertain the Tigers with a
doubleheader tomorrow and a single
game on Sunday.
Fresno, who came to Stockton

Seniors display leadership
In recent years, UOP men's basketball has seen many good things come
and go.
The 1980-81 season saw the graduation of All-PCAA, All-American
Ron Cornelius, and the end of an era of basketball at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium. The 1981-82 season has seen the beginning of a new trend
of "Spanos Center basketball," a change in coaching, and the soon-tobe graduation of two Tiger leaders, seniors Matt Waldron and Rick
Paulsen.
Paulsen, a native of Stockton and graduate of St. Mary's High
School, served as team captain this year for the second consecutive
season. His selection as captain is an illustration of the respect that
Paulsen has gathered from his teammates; it is well deserved.
Paulsen works very hard to reach his potential, and always gives 100
percent. An example of his "always being ready" could be seen in this
year's game against San Jose State when Paulsen had first start of the
year, but still didn't miss a shot (7-7 from the floor, 3-3 from free throw
line) scoring a career-high 17 points.
Highlights of Paulsen's basketball career iiudude his sophomore
naa
year when UOP took the PCAA championship and
a berth in the NCAA
playoffs. That year Paulsen led the league in free throw percentage. He
also views playing in the Spanos Center as a memorable event.
In addition to being an inspiration on the basketball court (he was
named the team's Most Inspirational Player last season), he is a member
of the Archania fraternity and pitches for the UOP baseball team in the

In the sixth inning, it was Mac
Farlane again who sparked the Tiger
offense, as he tripled, scoring Brzezin
ski and Wagner, and putting Pacific
ahead to stay, 3-1.
The second game, won by
Fresno, saw the Bulldogs score five
unearned runs enroute to an 8-3
victory.
With UOP ahead 2-1 after three
innings, Fresno scored four unearned
runs in the top of the fourth inning.
Starting pitcher Dan Lindquist
was forced to leave the game in the
fourth inning as a result of an injury
sustained to a finger on his throwing
hand. He was relieved by Doug
Norman, who then gave way to Mark
Cipres.
Brzezinski led the offense with
three hits.
Head Coach John Picone was
pleased with the team's performance
against Fresno, and in particular, his
starting pitchers.
"I thought we played very well
the first two games. We got fine pit
ching performances out of DuHamel
and Unger," Picone said.

However, he acknowledges that
relief pitching is less than adequate.
He feels Cipres must come out of the

bullpen and play the Goose Gossa
role, and help starting pitchers
neri
the occasion arises.
"When he [Cipres] learns to
a little more confidence in his
abilit'y
to pitch...he'll start to throw
noi
strikes. When he starts to thro
throw
strikes, he will become a much bette
pitcher than he has shown so far."
In non-league -™
action
Tuesd
uu luesdav
the Tigers traveled to Sacramento
State where they prevailed 3-1.
Lindquist returned from Satur
day's hand injury to beat Sac. State
on a three-hitter. Lindquist struck out
five and allowed only a first 'mning
unearned run.
The Tigers scored in the fourth
inning as Madden singled and wa
driven home by catcher Brian Rausty
triple. Sam Vaughn then singled-home
Raust to provide the winning run
UOP added an insurance run in the
sixth inning.

Players-of-the-week are seniors
centerfielde
Brzezinski and Unger. Brzezinski
^ ge
had four hits and a home run against Sophomore
u
Fresno to raise his league batting is batting
average to .298. Unger's win puts
him at three wins and one loss with an
earned run average of 2.12.

Golf takes
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Pacific golf followed its si
finish at Stanford two
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national March 4 and 5, b
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When speaking of his five years (redshirt) at Pacific, Paulsen men
tions how much UOP has done for him, the opportunities he's been
given, the friends and acquaintances he's made, and the bonds that have
developed with his "bro's", teammates, and coaches.
Paulsen, both on and off the court, has been a fine example of an
athlete and individual, always putting forward his best. He's a tremen
dous human being and a pleasure to know. His coaches express what an
asset he is on the court, being mediator and tempo setter. On campus he
displays the qualities in an individual that are rare, yet so treasured.
We'll miss you, Rick.

Paulsen, both on and off court, has
been a fine example of an athlete and
individual, always putting his best
forward.
Waldron is a leader of another sort. He's a leader by example. The
6' 7" native of Sonoma is the sixth leading scorer in UOP history with
1,328 points. He led the Tigers in scoring (20.1 ppg) and rebounding (7.4
rpg) this season. He also averaged 37 minutes per game playing time. He
hit double figures in 25 of UOP's 27 games and 52 of the last 54, and had
the top scoring effort in PCAA playing this year, with 39 points against
Cal State Fullerton.
Waldron was named to the All-PCAA second team this year and
finished second in scoring in the PCAA.
Despite opponents gearing their defense to stop Waldron, his
determination to do his best was evidenced by his success.
Last season Waldron was UOP's second leading scorer (16.9 ppg)
and rebounder (6.4 rpg), he also ranked fourth in assists with 48, and
finished fifth in the PCAA scoring.
"Wally" (as he is called) is also a member of Archania. When asked
about influences in his life, he replies with a smile, "My dad and Ar
chania have been the two biggest influences in my life." It might be fair
to say that when Wally would score two points, he would do it for UOP
and Archania. And the Archites were always there to support him.
Waldron was also a member of UOP's 1978-79 championship.
He hopes to continue playing basketball professionally. Best wishes
for a successful career.

7he Roaring Archites can be heard
roaring at several away games as well
as all home games.
One of the elements that has been a driving force for both
Paulsen and Waldron, Archania fraternity, has been instrumental
in Tiger gasketball as a whole. The Archites, who received feature
story recognition in a basketball program (Fresno State game) this
season, are known as the collective sixth man for UOP.
I he "Roaring Archites" can be heard "roaring" at several away
games as well as all home games. This demonstrative group can be in
timidating to Pacific opponents while psyching-up the Tigers, and en
couraging them on to victory.
Archania has done a tremendous job of rooting for UOP at other
athletic events as well as basketball games. For example, they can be
heard at baseball games cheering on their four or so "bros." It is quite
obvious that at both games and on campus they are very supportive of
one another, with boosting activities including making posters.
Their enthusiasm and dedication is quite admirable. It would be nice
to see some of that spread throughout the campus.
T o the men of Archania, thanks for a job well done!
Also graduating this year are guards Norm Edwards and Ralph
Scozzafava. During his UOP career, Edwards has been a steady, con
sistent performer and a strong defender. He is a very unselfish player,
evidenced by the fact that he closed out his career at the No. 4 spot on the
all-time assist list (263).
In his junior year as a junior college transfer, Scozzafava was
UOP's third-leading scorer and started 17 games. However, this year a
knee injury kept him off the courts. His strong outside shooting ability
was greatly missed.

v.
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Senior pitcher Greg Unger
(above) allowed only one un
earned run and scattered six
hits, successfully holding off
Fresno State for a 3-1 UOP
win. The win was Unger's
third in four outings. Senior
second baseman Rob Br
zezinski (right) shares player
of the week honors with
Unger after getting four hits
and a homerun in last week's
series with Fresno.
His
league batting average now
stands at .298.

Men's
in toi
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer
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Swimmers led by Rob Case as they close season
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The UOP men's swim team, led
by sophomore standout Rob Case,
completed its season last weekend at
the PCAA Championships at Long
Beach.
Case led the team with a firstplace finish in the 200-yard
backstroke with a time of 1:51.9.
Case's time was very close to a UOP
and PCAA record. Case also finished
second in the 100 backstroke and fifth
in the 200 individual medley. The in
dividual medley time of 1:53.04 was a
new UOP school record.
"Rob Case was definitely the
class of the team. He swam with con
fidence that enabled him to do all his

Nugent.
life-time best times," commented
Coach Dennis Nugent.
The Tigers concluded the meet in
Also earning laurels for the sixth place with 145 points. Finishing
Tigers were freshman David Doll and
ahead of the men were UC Santa
sophomore Scott Adams. Doll
Barbara with 514 points, Long Beach
finished fourth in the 100 and 200 State 493, Pepperdine 285, University
breaststroke events. Adams finished a
of Nevada-Las Vegas 166, and UC
distant sixth in the same events. Doll
Irvine with 164.
also finished a strong tenth in the 200
The 400 medley relay, consisting
freestyle.
of Case, Doll, Adams and Carl
Sophomore diver Mike Ennis
Gunn, finished fourth with a quick
was the only other individual point
time of 3:28.3, just missing a school
scorer for the Tigers. Ennis took ninth
record. The foursome also combined
in the three-meter and eleventh in the
for a seventh place finish in the 800
one-meter diving events.
and a fifth place finish in the 400
— free
"We took down a skeleton crew, f
"""
and were unable to score and place as
high as we would have liked to at the
beginning of the year," explained

relays
Nugent cited Gunn for J®
significant
drops in time in the 50and 100-yard freestyle events..AW
performing well for the Tigers «er
Stu Carty and Rob Walker
Graduating senior Steve Czekala ^
performed well in the 400 individiw
medley and 200 butterfly events.
Nugent summed up the seas
by commenting that though the te
had many ups and downs, eV®jS!i
was able to come out of the PL
Championship meet with a
positive
jjuaiuvc feeling.
iceiing.
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I Come to:

PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
Law School and Legal Career
Information
DATE:

TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1982

TIME:

1:30

PLACE:

UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE CENTER

p . m . TO 3.30 p.m.

Further information available:

MS. CLAUDIA SCHWARTZ
CAREER PLANNING R
PLACEMENT CENTER

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
).D. DEGREE (Full-Time, Part-Time, Accelerated Evening Divisions) —
JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM — MASTER OF LAWS (Taxation, Business & Taxa
tion) — INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS — ACCREDITED: AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION — MEMBER: ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS
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SPORTS
Softball ties for 2nd at ASU tourney
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Golf takes first place b y nine strokes
By Kevin Coombs
i

Staff Writer

Pacific golf followed its secondjlace finish at Stanford two weeks
so, with its first victory of the 1982
<ason at the Rancho Murietta lnlaiional March 4 and 5, by nine
rokes over San Jose.
Matt Plumley of Nevadaleno played well to capture the inividual honors at 182, two over par
Ijfte 45 holes, six strokes better
iKn teammate Mike Allen. Pacific's
ied Tedeschi tied Mark Cato of San
Se, for third at 188 for his second
Might top-ten finish. Vic Wilk,
:SU Northridge, held the fifth
osition at 189. Ken Earle, Kevin

Coombs, and Kevin Orona also
placed in the top ten for Pacific.
The Tiger first team led from
start to finish, holding off a secondround charge by San Jose and sur
viving a mediocre third round, only
nine holes due to a two and a half
hour frost delay. The second team
also played well, increasing their firstround seventh position to a fifthplace finish eight strokes behind Reno
in fourth. Northridge placed third.
Even though this victory greatly
helps Pacific in its bid for a NCAA
berth, the big tests are yet to come.
Major competition begins March 27
and 28 with the Northern California
Invitational in Stockton, and con
tinues through the PCAA Champion-

ship in May. The Tigers will be com
peting against many of the best teams
in the West; therefore, good perfor
mances for the rest of the season are
needed for an invitation to the
NCAA.
Last Monday Pacific took fifth
place in the USF Intergpllegiate at the
Olympic Club in San "Francisco. San
Jose won, followed by Stanford,
Fresno, and USF.
Fresno's Doug Harper and
USF's Scott Taylor tied for first at
150 and were followed closely at 151
by San Jose teammates Joe Tamburino and Dan Coughlin. Tiger Ken
Earle and Stanford's David Games
and Scott Erickson placed fifth at
152.

Women netters
down San Jose
in NorCal debut

Men's tennis falls
in tough match
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

The men's tennis team came
up on the short end of a tough 5-4
loss to UC Santa Cruz last Monday
on the UOP courts.
The team, currently 4-2 on
the season, was even at three mat
ches each at the end of the singles
competition Chalking up in
dividual victories for the Tigers
forL« v were Brian Nakashima, Mike
_4
iDeVries, and Scott Zehner.
1
Elliot Dunn teamed with
,y|< evefl .
Nakishima to win by injury default
'n the third set of their match, and
'he Tigers went ahead 4-3.
However, Santa Cruz proved too
fc# 400 'n£l5
'ough
in the other two doubles
ent
iV«
Hatches and emerged victorious.
the
eC UP V I Last Saturday, in a tough day
, .hough 'V
°f back-to-back matches, the
Tigers split with a 5-4 victory over
f
nUt °
'he Sacramento State Hornets, and
with
|an 8-1 loss to the University of

jason

't

Nevada-Reno.

Leading the Tigers in the first
patch against the Hornets with
singles victories were Dunn,
Nakishima, and DeVries.
The
"umber one Tiger doubles team ot
Dunn and Nakashima once again
|Earned to ship their foes 6-4, 6-2

ro "
1
BIT"
BUP

\A/

By Brian Ladd

Joining them with a victory to sew
up the match was DeVries and
Alex Stamey, with a 7-6, 6-4 vic
tory over their Sac State
opponents.
On the losing end of the day,
the Tigers, playing tired, began
their third match in less than 36
hours. The strain of the previous
matches was evident as UNR easily
hadled the Tigers, with Dunn and
Nakashima defeating their doubles
foes 6-2, 6-3 in the lone win for
Pacific.

Staff Writer

The Lady Tiger tennis team,
5-3 on the season, walloped the San
Jose State Spartans in their NorCal
opener, 6-3.
San Jose, playing with two out
standing players at the numer one and
two single's positions, could not
overcome the strength of the Tiger
depth.
"Our three through six players
are really good, and they were able to
win handily," commented Coach
Gordon Graham.
Sophomore Eve Zimmerman,
playing in the number one position,
was cited by Graham as playing a
"really good match." Zimmerman
won the first set 6-2, and lost the
second set 3-6 before finally succum
bing
to former UCLA standout
Susan Zaro, 7-5 in the third and
deciding set.

The previous day the Tigers
won a 6-3 decision over the St.
Mary's Gaels. The netters were
victorious in all of the singles mat
ches, thus clinching the match
going into the doubles.
The Tiger netters will resume
action this afternoon against
Dominguez Hills in a 2 p.m. match
at the UOP courts.
Saturday, the Tigers will open
up their PCAA season against arch
rival Fresno State at hoine. The
team will begin play at 1:30 p.m.,
and the match promises to be an
exciting one.
On Sunday the
Tigers will conclude their week-end
of home matches facing Portland
State at 9:30 a.m.

The Tigers' Linda Woo and
Annette Ward teamed up in the num
ber three doubles for an easily won
victory. Joining them were UOP's
Karen Hedlund and Dori O'Rourke
with a hard fought 7-6, 7-6 victory
over their Spartan foes.

(see TENNIS page 10)
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Playing against some of the top
teams in the nation, the UOP Lady
Tiger softball team captured a tie for
second place in the Arizona State
University Tournament last weekend.
The Tiger's record now stands at
8-3, following a split against
Sacramento State in a doubleheader
on Tuesday.
In the ASU tournament, both
UOP and ASU posted records of 3-2,
while Cal Poly Pomona came away
the winner with a 5-0 record. The
UOP losses came against ASU and
Pomona.
Head Coach Cindy Reynolds
was very pleased with the results of
the trip. "I'm extremely happy with
our play against the top teams,"
said Reynolds.
"The tournament
was good preparation for league
play."
In their first game of the tour
nament, the Lady Tigers dropped an
11-inning 3-2 decision to ASU. UOP
took a 1-0 lead in the first inning after
freshman Becky Suttman singled,
stole second and scored on an error.
ASU came back to tie the game
in their half of the inning on a walk
and a wild pitch by UOP hurler
Theresa Flores.
The final Tiger run came in the

•
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The Lady Tigers came away
from the tournament having commit
ted only three errors in five games.
Reynolds was also pleased with the
base running, as the Tigers stole eight
bases over the course of the
tournament.
Last Tuesday UOP split a
doubleheader with Sacramento State.
The games were a tune-up for league
play which begins for UOP on Thurs
day at Fresno State.
Pitcher Kelly Meyer gave up only
two hits in the first game, but ended
up losing 2-0 when UOP could
manage only one hit against Sac
State.
The Tigers came back to win the
second game 2-0 behind a one-hitter
by Theresa Flores. Laura Saulter
provided two singles and Lori Powell
contributed a double to aid in the
UOP victory.
UOP will next take on the
University of
Nevada, Reno
tomorrow at noon, and Chico State
on March 16 at 1:30 p.m. Both
games will be played at the Lodi
Softball Complex.

By Ken Lark

by Steve Reynolds. Kazama provides
Reynolds, Tom Warrens, Canihan,
the racers with several courtesy skis
Lyche, and Lorentzen, each com
and other pairs at a discount. Thus,
petitor still must spend $75 per
some ski cost is deferred and Kazama
Yes Virginia, there is a Univer weekend to represent UOP. Finan
receives publicity when the skiers do
sity of the Pacific Ski Team. In fact, cially, they're in a bind.
well.
Many of the other schools in the
though just in its first year of existence,
The UOP Ski Team could prove
the team has established itself as a association, Chico State, UC Davis,
to be a trend setter in establishing a
force to be reckoned with in com Sierra College, UC Berkeley, Feather
small sport distinction at UOP.
petition at the university level. Led Ricer College, and Stanford, get
Stockton's close proximity to some of
by Eva-Tine Lorentzen, Bill Canihan funds from their respective athletic
the best skiing anywhere gives the
and Einar Lyche, the team con departments and student govern
team an opportunity to achieve un
sistently captured second place in the ments. Stanford, though a weak team,
paralleled excellence. In one year
eight weekly meets of the 11-team receives $2,000 and free cabin use.
they've put UOP on the skiing mapCalifornia
Intercollegiate Ski UOP receives $175 as a club from the
who knows what's next? Members
athletic department and $800 from
Association Northern Division.
are hoping for the chance to repeat
As a result of their prowess, ASUOP.
and surpass their heady accomplish
The team did have a stroke of
Lorentzen and Canihan were then in
ments. They would appreciate any
vited to compete at the National In good fortune this season in the form
and all support next year in their ef
tercollegiate
Ski
Association of a benefactor. The UOP Ski Team
Nationals held in McCall, Idaho last is now sponsored by Kazama Skies, a forts to bring home a national cham
pionship.
week. Canihan, skiing 84th of ninety Japanese ski manufacture contacted
men(due to a poor seeding system), .
|
•i
managed to place 34th on the Giant 11
Slalom,and 26th in the shorter slalom s
event. Lorentzen,competing against | l
80 women, had better success.
\
"Eva-Tine skied her best of the|
year," according to Canihan, §
"because she finally had some real °
competition." Lorentzen came back I
to UOP with an eight place in the
Giant Slalom, and a remarkable third
in the slalom. Her composite results
earned her "All American" honorsone of the elite group of five women
college skiers to be so recognized.
She, the team, and the school have
reason to be proud.
The UOP Ski Team is comprised
of Ski Club members who have a few
years of racing experience to their
credit. The California Intercollegiate
Ski Association wishes members to
field five men and five women on the
school team each meet. Not once was
UOP able to sport a full team at a
competition. The reason for this was
money. Each racer must pay for
travel, food, lodging, entry fees, lift
tickets, and ski maintenance, a total
of $85 per weekend.
Only Lyche, Canihan, and
Lorentzen were able to compete in
every race, and UOP lost valuable
points by not racing a full team. For
tunately for the team, after initially
being denied funds by presidential
veto, was finally allocated $800 by the
ASUOP Board of Supervisors. When
this money is divided to cover ex
Skier Eva-Tine Lorentzen runs a slalom course. Lorentzen
penses for racers Wendy Suslen, Loren
Chaffin, Greg Anselmo, Steve
recently received "All-American" honors—one of five such
Staff Writer
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Leading the way for UOP was
catcher Laura Stubbs who singled,
doubled and scored two runs.
Michelle Callejas also hit well for the
Tigers, going two for two.
The second Tiger loss came to
eventual tournament champion Cal
Poly Pomona. Despite a fantasiic
one-hit game from Tiger pitcher
Flores, UOP lost 1-0.
The only run of the game came
in the first inning when Flores walked
the lead-off hitter who later scored on
a ground ball.
According to
Reynolds, the Lady Tigers squan

dered numerous scoring oppor
tunities. Runners were left in scoring
positions five out of seven innings.
UOP managed to collect five hits
against Pomona, as Barby Suttmann
contributed two singles.

UOP sports competitive ski team

50%
55^1

fourth inning on singles by Barby
Suttmann and Laura Saulter. ASU
then tied the game in the sixth, and
won it in the eleventh when relief pit
cher Robin Steman walked a batter
with the bases loaded.
Against Texas Tech, pitcher
Flores allowed only three hits in
leading UOP to an 8-0 victory. The
Tigers hammered out 17 hits, with
Lori Powell collecting four singles.
The Lady Tigers then beat the
University of New Mexico 2-1 behind
the pitching of Shelly Allmendinger
and a strong defensive effort.
UOP's final win came with a 4-0
victory over New Mexico State.
Behind winning pitcher Allmendinger's one-hit performance the
Tigers collected seven hits.

•
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ANALYSIS

Poolside facilities lacking
By Sue Werner
Staff Writer

$10,000 in tuition per year to this in
According to several sources, the
stitution. To have such a nice pool
hill under the stadium is starting to
without a locker room is ridiculous."
slide.
That would mean ap
Bob Bejan also of the mens
proximately $30,000 to $40,000
water-polo team, explains, "Waterdollars worth of repairs that the
, polo is at a greater disadvantage than
university would have to endure.
the swim team because we don't even
These repairs would increase the costs
get a trailer." He describes apathy in
of plan A significantly, if the repairs
the program, saying, "I blame the
were done simultaneously with the
administration
and the athletic depart
construction of the locker rooms.
ment for neglecting the growing and
The next step is to meet with the
increasingly successful aquatics
Vice President Executive Assistant,
program whose needs are numerous,
Clifford Dochtorman. "He will tell
and are not being met."
us how far we can attempt to fund
Gary Howells, Ph.D, psychology
this on our own, and who we can ap
department, uses the pool regularly
proach for money," stated Shebl.
year-round and says "the pool really
The plans then have to be ap
goes to waste during the winter
proved by the UOP architect; costs
months because recreational swimmers
have to be approved by the UOP
would almost have to be masochists
finance department; and finally, the
to use the pool in the turbulent winter
question will be asked: "Does it fit
weather."
into our needs and means?" Shebl
A lifeguard at the pool reported
said.
that, "people are complaining about
Stagg and Lincoln High Schools slipping in the bathroom. In fact, a
lady said today that she could not
have better locker rooms than UOP.
Delta's facilities are far superior to even change out of her bathing suit
because the cement floor was so
those of this university.
Nugent claims, "It is bad for cold."
The situation at the pool needs
our team's morale to have visiting
attention, as expressed by several
teams change in our bathrooms."
students, life-guards, teachers, and
Ron Robertson of the men's
water-polo team, says, "I'm paying the swim coach.

There is no place to change
clothes at the UOP pool. This often
creates an embarassing situation
when visiting schools come to Pacific
to compete. Guest team members
end up lining up outside the small
bathroom waiting their turn to get in
or out of their suits.
An angry student voices his
opinion that, "swimmers should not
be left out in the cold."
The football team has locker
rooms, weight rooms and other
desirable facilities. The basketball
team is no longer playing games in
South Stockton. ASUOP has decided
to give the lacrosse team a little help.
So, why are swimmers, along
with all the others who use the pool,
changing in the "outhouse?
Faced
with this problem, university officials
have decided to look into the matter.
Proposed plans for "new
changing facilities" are designed to
include: showers, lockers (for both
team and non-team usage), toilets, a
first-aid room, coaches' quarters, a
possible exercise room and more.
There are two plans, so that if
w plan A fails, the whole idea will not
get washed away. Plan A would be
built on the upper level on the west
side of the pool directly under the
stadium. It also would be more
elaborate and expensive than the
second proposal. It would have more
features, such as bleachers built into
the slope underneath the locker
rooms on the same side of the pool.
Plan B features facilities that
would wrap around the filter room.
Its design would be functional and
practical, so that future additions and
improvements could be made.
However, it would still be inferior to
the more desirable plan A.
The plans were drawn by a for
mer UOP graduate, Tom Luckey,
who has been anxious to see the
facilities built.
Eight years ago, a proposal was
made to the Board of Regents for im
provements at the pool. The decision
Was made to enlarge the pool to its
present size. It was also decided then
that dressing rooms would be built in
the near future, or as soon as funding
was available.
Since then, the UOP swimmers
have chipped in and bought an out
door shower, so they could rinse the
chlorine off themselves after they got
out of the pool.
In the past, chlorine in the pool
has caused skin irritations, hair
discoloration, damage and hair loss.
Illness has also been attributed to the
lack of adequate facilities.
"There is no place for the
students to warm-up," explained
Swim Coach Dennis Nugent.
Last fall Dr. James Shebl, direc
tor of Foundation, was approached
by a member of the Board of Regents,
Bing Wallace.
"She told me that a potential
donor had expressed an interest in
donating some money to the pool,"
says Shebl. He drew up the proposal,
and Luckey drew up the plans.
"Now I have been informed that the
donor will not be able to enlist their
support for another year," he adds.
"There is some hope left. But
now is a bad time to be asking for
funds, even for such worthy projec
ts," Shebl says. He adds, "The new
library is top billing, and a small
project like locker rooms at the pool
can not jeopardize its success."
"If someone handed you
$10,000, or say $100,000; what would
you do with it?" Shebl asks. "This
school is founded on academia. It is
a tough decision, but the library
wins.
This creates a pretty large ob
stacle to overcome. "We don't ap
proach someone whom the university
is approaching for the library," says
Shebl, who claims the new library has
already received $2.6 million.
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Basketball Banquet

Lacrosse

The UOP lacrosse team will be
traveling to Stanford tomorrow to
face league foe Santa Clara at 11 a.m.
The Tigers will be looking for their
first league win of the season.

Martz leaves UOP

made to hire a replacement and Head
Coach Bob Toledo has indicated he
will take over as quarterback coach.
John Ramsdell and Bruce
Speegle, part-time assistants, will
assume added duties.
Martz, a 30-year-old graduate of
Fresno State, came to UOP in 1980
and helped bring along quarterbacks
Grayson Rogers and Harley Miller
and receiver Rainey Meszaros, who
caught more passes than any Division
1 player in the nation.

World team tennis

UOP's men's and women's
tennis teams will host a world team
tennis event versus Fresno State on
March 20 in the A.G. Spanos Center
at 7 p.m. jntramurals

Mike Martz, University of the
Pacific's quarterback and receiver
coach for two years, has left the
Entries for intramural badmin
school to coach the running backs at
ton will be accepted until March 16 at
the University of Minnesota.
No immediate plans are being. noon. Next Wednesday and Thurs-
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day, March 17 and 18, at 3:30 pm
the action starts in the UOP main
gym.
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Bowling entries will close March
19 at noon. Play will be at West Lam
Bowl, starting at 1 p.m. There ii
$.90 per game charge.
Softball entries are starting to
come in, both for men and women's
leagues, as well as for a "Friday
only" co-ed league. Entries close (
Thursday, March 18 at 5 p.m.
Anyone interested in officiating tor
the softball games should come to Hit
Intramural Office to apply. Officials
earn $3.50 per game.
The intramural basketball season
finished up regular play this week,
and will begin playoffs next week
The top teams have really been
tling it out these past few nights,
Come to the main gym and cheerroi
on
your favorite team.

1

UOP's "changing room" trailer.

STAR BEVERAGE
is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representative for
UNIV. OF THE PACIFIC
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Sports Briefs

The UOP men's basketball team
will hold their annual awards banquet
March 16 at the Stockton Golf and
Country Club. Cost is $13.50 per
person. Master of Ceremonies will be
KJOY's Will Watson. The evening
starts with a no-host cocktail hour at
6 p.m.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

1!

|Nutcra<

The Name Of The
Game In MOS.

|§wcct

If you're an engineering student who wants to break into the semiconduc
tor field, you already know that MOS is the hot technology right now.
The name of the game in MOS, though, is Fairchild. We're out to achieve
leadership in MOS through substantial R&D funding and capital improve
ments. Along with a commitment to quality and flawless execution,
a commitment made through modern consensus style management tech
niques.

STEWART INIQUEZ

I

•FUME CHOI

Our strength comes from the resources of a multibillion dollar international
firm determined to establish leadership in semiconductors. A firm that has
been a leader in quality and innovation, Schlumberger Limited.

Call your Miller Campus representative to find
out what important services, equipment, ideas
and fine products we have to help make your
party or event a very successful one.

The name of the game in MOS is Fairchild. To find out more talk to our
representatives:

We'll Be At UOP
Friday, March 19th
Sign Up For Interviews
In Your Placement Office

For more information phone .
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Junior Linda Woo serves UP a backhand.

"The team is looking
good. (Annette) Ward and (Tj y
Tseng are back from injuries ocaS
earlier this season, and we are niaJ
well at the right time," explj'^
Graham.
The Tigers' goal is to win tk
NorCal Championships. The tea
feels that it will take a total effort aw
a few surprises to overtake pre-sea!!
favorite UC Berkeley.
The Tigers are expected to batti
Santa Clara for second place hono,
s
in NorCal action this season.
The team faced Northridge $tat
yesterday at home, and results
unavailable at press time.
Today the team travels
Sacramento State for the Sacramento
State Invitational Tournament.
"We have the capability of win
ning the tourney for the first time
the four years that we have Pi
ticipated," remarked Graham.
Other participating teams in thj
tournament include Hawaii, North,
ridge, and Santa Clara. Accordin
to Graham, these teams are just
under national caliber and
provide
a
great
competitive
tournament.

For 2-3 month memberships
only with this coupon
Best time to train: 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Toning* Body Building*Sports Training
943-2101
943 N. El Dorado

.
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of the institution by ways of interviews oh
and other forms of research.
' observation,
While she went about her work her
Was one
0f t he dormitories at the 600 vear Vuh
Kracow. She shared a suite with four p^..u"lversity in
„ did not take Barb long to realize th^ StUde"tS'
of the Polish language was not exacts f|COmm3nd
knowledge of Polish consisted of what
uHer
3
been
able to cram into her head during an inSn?
course over the summer, As she puts it "n,Slx"w^ek
learned a
lot in a short space of time but Pr>i; I' •
language. I had some background in it butlt d'fficult
was not
sufficient for my purposes."
'
Despite this handicap, Barb was ahi* >

,'S" we^'at'"a ^riended. ^ougTsh3
tney w c i c <u nrsi a bit suspicious towarHc tv™
young American in their midst- '>Thev tnol
their homes; they wanted to help me as 1,1? t'ut0
could. They wanted rn^to feel comfortable h" ^

Solidarity was generating a
sense of excitement, ac
complishment, and libera
tion among the Poles. It
was a time of exhilaration
and dreams.'
— Barbara Webster
were certainly reserving judgement as to what I was
doing there, how 1 viewed what was going on and
what I thought of them."
Over time, Barb became deepl attached to her
Polish friends. She remarks, "The people 1 was with
were warm, witty, intelligent, strong, all the things I
respect in human beings. I came to care about them as
much as anyone I've ever been with."
Unfortunately, the extraordinary political events
in the country began to complicate Barb's visit. The
conflict between Solidarity and the government had
taken on a strike-concession-strike pattern; inspired by
their series of victories, Solidarity was pushing for
more extensive and dramatic reforms.
All over
Poland, the frustration and bitterness towards the
government that people had muted for so many years
was literally bursting out in expressions of dissent.
"When I went (to Poland)," Barb explains,"it
was during this time of turmoil; these strikes had just
totally broken out, all over the country. They were
happening all the time. Everyone wanted to be a part
of a union; everyone wanted these reforms; everyone
was making these demands."
The effects of the Solidarity movement was
two-fold: on one hand, it was generating a sense of ex
citement, accomplishment, and liberation among
Poles. It was a time of exhilaration and dreams. One
of the reforms that was particularly satisfying to Poles
was the modification of the state's propaganda
machine. Suddenly the Poles had the closest thing to a
free press in the Communist bloc.
"For the first time in the official propaganda,"
Barb observes, "the Poles were getting some solid
stuff. They were getting statistics—every Pole was
proud to be able to say that they knew Poland was 27
billion dollars in debt to the Western world." In other
words, it was exciting to hear the truth, even if the
truth was hardly good news.

r

>'s un'S bur'n® tb's Per'°d of bold dissension that
JumPed onto the strike bandwagon,
Backed
facalty, the students refused to go to
classes and
3 sit"down in several school
buildines ThStaf
from t hi
demanded highly political concessions
stu^em nn°VerTent,' indudi"g the establishment of a
language
h' *he abolltlon of Russian as a required
8 of restrictions on textbooks.
For seve ?
lbe university was either shutdown
or in ? ! WCe
were m a d e h °h ?£"??SIC>n' ult'mately, compromises
made by both sides, and classes were resumed.
the mU fC eff,cts of the Solidarity movement and
beneS1
i deurnonstrations were not entirely
m'dst of these unPrecedented
change-; th
cnanges, the more cautious Poles feared that too much
govern™136?1"6 t0° soon- Solidarity was backing the
government into a corner, making a decisive showple reasoned that the government
wonid ? 3 ,
would only take so much of the rebellion. At the same
Slu tbe,om"ipresent threat of Soviet intervention to
settle Poland s affairs loomed pver the events. The
Poles° l"Vasion was very real> indeed, in the minds of
As an outsider caught up in Polands conflict,
re found herself in a disturbing position. Before
eaving the U.S. she had followed the media's coverage
Of the situation in Poland. Thus, she brought with her
a knowledge of the dangerous implications of the
solidarity movement. Very simply, she was better inormed than most Poles. This knowledge of the range
ot possible responses to Poland's instability was
something she tried to keep to herself: "Only later
when I got to be really close (to Poles), did I tell'
someone about my fears and perceptions, coming
from the outside. It was something I didn't want to
have to share. Sometimes I felt more burdened
because of this knowledge."
Without question, the frequent strikes across
Poland only aggravated the country's most serious
problem: the scarce availability of food and other
basic necessities. According to Barb, as time went by,
more and more products gradually disappeared, per
manently, from the shelves of grocery stores.
She saw plenty of the long lines for food that have
come to symbolize Poland's ordeal. During those
turbulent times, it was not uncommon for people to
stand in lines four to five hours a day to get their daily
food. Most families had one member designated as a
full-time shopper, who would wait in line outside any
store where food was being sold.
Many stores devised clear, but hardly convinc
ing ways of disguising the severity of the food short
age: available products would be spread out along the
shelves, to take up as much empty space as possible.
,

shortage ot food was affecting the appearance of
many Poles. More people than usual simply looked
poorly-fed and unhealthy. She recalls meeting the
brother of her Polish roommate. He was a miner, who
worked full days underground. He told her that he
had eaten nothing but lard for the past eight days.
Fortunately, Barb was able to avoid the food lines
and the possibility of malnutrition. She quickly learn
ed that in Poland, American dollars are gold. The
demand for them is so high that certain goods and ser
vices were not available at that time unless you could
pay in cold U.S. cash. Because she had come to
Poland well prepared, she was able to get by better
then most. This is not to say she had unlimited resour
ces—but when she needed a balanced meal, she could
eat at a hotel, where dollars are eagerly accepted.
At the end of March, tensions between Solidarity
and the Polish government reached a high-point As
an act of protest against the beating of some Solidarity
members by police forces, the union conducted a
nation-wide warning strike that literally brought
Poland to a standstill for four hours. It was a stunning
display of power. Convinced of their national influence,
Solidarity then threatened to hold a general strike
of indefinite duration, throughout Poland, unless the
government made more substantial concessions.
The drama of this show-down was exacerbated
by the simultaneous large-scale Communist bloc army
maneuvers going on right outside Poland's borders.
Many analysts felt that Moscow was poised to direct
an invasion of Poland in the event of a devastating
national strike.
Poland and the world waited
anxiously as Walesa and the government officials
negotiated. To allow for more time, Solidarity extend

'Only later, when I got to be
really close to the Poles, did
I tell someone about my
fears and perceptions,
coming from the outside.'
— Barbara Webster
Some foods were plentiful, such as eggs, bread, tea,
apples, and jars of fruit compote. Flour and sugar
were being rationed. Everything else was scarce or
simply unavailable. Next to food, the most difficult
things to find were toilet paper, toothpaste, shampoo,
and laundry detergent.
During these lean months, Barb noted that the
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FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
Your salary is only a part of the fantastic career that
awaits you as an Air Force pilot or navigator. The Air
Force flying program offers you more than $18,000 a
year to start, plus valuable experience that can pay off
in civilian life.
And your officer's commission will give you strong
executive credentials — proof of your leadership ability.
Air Force benefits include 30 days of "vacation with
pay" a year, worldwide assignments, medical and
dental care, graduate education opportunities, and
more.
It's a great opportunity. If you're a college senior or
graduate between the ages of 201/2 and 27, you may
be qualified for the Air Force flying program. Find out
today by con
tacting
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ed the deadline for the general strike.
Finally,
Walesa emerged from the bargaining room and an
nounced that Solidarity and the government had
reached an agreement. The nation breathed a collec
tive sign of relief.
Barb, for her part, was eager to get out of Poland.
The effects of living in a country tottering on the
threshold of economic collapse and military control
had taken their toll on her. She was literally burntout, psychologically. On top of all this, the crisis in
Poland had made the continuation of her research
project impossible.
On April 31, she boarded a train bound for
Frankfurt, West Germany, and left Poland. But she
was not yet free from the tension: upon entering East
Germany, border guards thoroughly searched her train
compartment—not for contraband, but for people.
"It was not until I'd crossed the border of East
Germany into West Germany that I felt an incredible
weight had been taken off me," she recalls.
"Everything that I had lived for the last three weeks
was taken off me, and all that was left was this kind of
very tired, very old feeling...emptiness."
To allow herself a period of recuperation, Barb
decided to spend several weeks traveling in Western
Europe. She needed time to reflect on her experience
in Poland and prepare for the culture shock that she
knew awaited her in the U.S. It was a tremendous
relief to be back in a world that, compared to Poland,
seemed so calm and stable. And she had almost
forgotten what it was like to see food in abundance:
"I remember walking backwards down the streets of

(see WEBSTER page 1 2)

Face-To-Face
do
What
you think
of Ronald Reagan
as president?
By Megan Williams and Gordon Spielberg
Glen Gottord; soph.; S.B.P.A.:
"I feel that President Reagan is doing a
good job considering that Bonzo is not on his
cabinet."
Craig England; jr.; C.O.P.:
"I feel that Ronald Reagan is a good
president, but he has his priorities slightly
mixed up."
Laura Mayfield; ffr.; C.O.P.:
"He's a jerk! He's taking all the money
and cutting all the poor people out of their
share. I also don't think we need a defense
budget like that. We are going to end up
blowing ourselves up anyway.... It only takes
45 minutes."

Office offers unique career
and responsibility • Career

gffi SsandinJ came? Federal Government service

For^nor.

Pacifican

-/!VSSgt Wayne Mabry
10751 Folsom Blvd
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916)635-9618 (collect)

STJUJl
o

A great wow of life.

Roger Gehrke;Sr; C.O.P:
"The best way to characterize Ronald
Reagan's presidency is to quote a BBC
report; "Never in the history of the United
States has a president, while having been so
popular, been regarded as such a moron."
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P'can editor-in-chief
applications available

Hartley, Haverty take ASUOP top spots

fi'st

Applications for the position 0 f
editor-in-chief of The Pacifican are
now available for the 1982-83 school
year. Applications are available at The
Pacifican office and are due March
26. Applicants are required to com
plete a three-page form and are sub
ject to an interview with the UOP
Publications Board. All students with
journalism experience are advised to
look into the job and its requirements,

(from page 1)
According to Knight, the only
problems that occured over the cour
se
of
the
election
involved
clarification of rules on the placement
of campaign posters.
Ken Scott commented that an
election "can always be run better."
He felt the Election Committee did a
good job on election days, but that
"improvements could be made to
make it run more smoothly."
The winning candidates will of
ficially begin their duties in two
weeks.
In elections for the School ot
Business and Public Administration,
three senators and seven represen
tatives were chosen to serve for the
1982-83 academic year.
Those who won Senate seats were
juniors Greg Mitchell and Linda Car
son. Junior Bill Kochenderfer will
be the senate alternate.
The representatives elected were
juniors Carla Marliani, Joanne
Vodicka, Wendy Kalison, Amy
Lonergan and Vicky Panella. The
alternates Will be Steve Chan and
Jaime Dart.

fetin

Members of ASUOP line up to cast their votes
989 students cast ballots this year.

Frankfurt, because 1 couldn't take
my eyes off the farmers' stalls in the
streets...they were stocked with
oranges, apples, bananas, even
pomegranates!"
At one point, while shopping in a
grocery store, she found herself

CAREER
(from page 1)
third program offered by the Center
involves arranging meetings between
students and alumni that are working
in vocations that the students are in
terested in.
A second function of the
Placement Center is helping students
through the process of finding a job.
To aid in this process, McGregor
says, "We're always here to discuss

feeling packages and marveling at the
simple fact that the shelves were full.
But the realization that she was
truly back in the capitalist world did
not dawn on her until she paid
homage to the Golden Arches: "late
at almost every McDonald's I came
across. I felt very weird about that,
but then I understood why I was
doing it; what's the epitome of

resume building; we're always here to
discuss developing skills in inter
viewing; we're always here to discuss
the demeanor, the physical attire,
presence, etcetera surrounding the
interview process."
He emphasizes that the inter
viewee should be prepared. Given the
opportunity to interview, it is then in
the interviewee's hands. Getting hired
is not an automatic process, and as

ROOMS
(from page 1)
ton pointed out WASC's criticisms of
the library and the music facilities
emphasize that these facilities do not
fulfill the functions they should. Poor
maintenance was not the problem.
"Some of the older buildings on
campus, like Weber Hall, of course
don't have the best classrooms,"
Morton said, adding, "There's not
much we can do with a building that
old that has gone through so much
utilization."
According to Morton, some
complaints do come in regarding the
need for more black-out curtains for
films, or more blackboard space in
some classrooms. "But if certain
classes are scheduled in the right
places, there should be no problems
with blackboards or black-out cur
tains since quite a few rooms meet
these needshe commented.
MOT 0 1 also said that aside from
carving initials into old desks or
stealing room capacity signs, van, dalism has not been a major problem
and has not really affected the quality
of rooms. But even when im
provements have to be made, Morton
said, they can only be carried out
when funds are available.
The
demand
for
certain
classrooms at certain times of the

record

day, then, is the biggest concern for
those involved with studying
classroom
utilization.
One
suggestion for improving room
utilization was made at the LRPB
meeting. According to Dr. Spreer,
"Dean Fletcher suggested that
required classes be scheduled at 8
a.m., which will make classrooms
available for electives at the later
times of day."
"The logic in having 8 a.m.
required classes is that people who
need to take a course will take it
anytime, but people won't take elec
tives at times that aren't optimal,"
Paul Tatsch said. "So in some respects
we can change classroom utilization
just by scheduling required classes at
non-peak times."
No new studies on classroom use
will be done for a while, Spreer said.
"But hopefully, next time we'll look
at it on a classroom basis and see that
a certain room is lousy for science
but good for something else." Until
new reports are done, small
scheduling changes may be utilized in
the upcoming semesters to remedy the
overuse of rooms or the use of a room
for the wrong type of class.
"A lot of the faculty feel like a
lot of ths students feel," Tatsch said.
"Scheduling changes aren't going to
be the best for everybody."

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT
CONTACT LENSES.
The latest in contact lens technology:
lenses that can be worn up to two weeks
without removal, (including sleeping)

Consultation regarding this or
any contact lens question available.

STEPHEN L. POLLACK O.D
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

Students may present
for a 20°lo courtesy on materials

1701W. March Lane
991-2020

capitalism? What's the epitome of
cleanliness? of predictability?
of
quick, friendly service?
My first
French fry was quite an experience."
Will Barb ever return to Poland?
That is a prospect for which she is
not quite ready to aim. The situation
there would have to improve
significantly before she would con
sider going back.

McGregor notes, "it is as competitive
as anything you'll ever do in life." He
added that only one out of every ten
interviews done by a recruiter results
in a hire. Although statistics have not
been done here at UOP, McGregor
estimates that about 60% of the inter
views conducted on campus are for
engineering majors, 20% for business,
and 20% for liberal arts.
Seniors can also start a
placement file, which serves as an in
formation source to employers when
they consider applicants. This file is
maintained indefinitely and also
serves as a career record.
The Center also offers its ser
vices to alumni. McGregor says that
more and more alumni are taking ad
vantage of these services, partly due
to the economy and the difficulty of
getting jobs. But he says the major

"I would love to go back to a
stable Poland," she says. "I would
love to go at a time where I could en
joy the rivers, the mountains, the
valleys,
the
seaports,
the
people—especially the people—at a
time when I could enjoy all the won
derful things that Poland is, and
always will be, no matter what hap
pens in its history."

reason is because people who have
ignored the career development
process find they are being denied job
opportunities because they don't
know where they're going or what
they want. He adds that these people
come back seeking that direction af
ter college.
In research done by a committee
of the Western College Placement
Association, UOP's Career Planning
and Placement Center compared
favorably with other institutions of
our size. The strongest overall points
were student preparation, student
qualification, staff assistance to the
recruiter, and staff commitment.
However, UOP ranked low on its
facilities. McGregor noted that the
present facilities greatly limit the
university's ability to expand its ser
vices.
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Student alerts cops
to man with drugs
By Kathleen Bacchini

WEBSTER(from page 11)
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Staff Writer

Stadium Drive was the scene
of a narcotic bust late Thursday
evening, with credit for the arrest
going to an alert Casa Werner
student who spotted the suspect
crouched behind a car.
Security received a call at
10:10 p.m. from a student who ob
served a man with a hanger in his
hand crouched by a car along
Kensington and Stadium Drive.
Officers were on the scene in
minutes. When questioned the
suspect told officers the car
belonged to a friend of his, and he
was borrowing the car. He also
told police he had locked his keys
in the,car, and was trying to get the
door open with the hanger.
One officer then spotted what
appeared to be a knife on the
dashboard, and another beneath
the front seat of the car, while run
ning a check on the registration of
the car.
Shining his flashlight into the
back seat of the suspect's car, he
spotted the butt end of a rifle, par
tially covered by a jacket. The
suspect proceeded to enter the car
via the driver's side and reached
for a small rosewood box on the

front seat. But before he got to it
the officers grabbed him and hand
cuffed him.
Inside the car, patrolmen
found a buck knife, razor blades, a
small scale, and small plastic bags
containing a white powder.
Stockton police and narcotics of
ficers were called to the scene.
Cocaine was believed to be the
white
substance,
though
laboratory analyses have yet to
confirm this.
Officers confiscated a scuba
knife with a seven-inch serrated
edge blade beneath the front seat,
four and three-quarter inch bladed
hunting knife on the dash, a hat
chet beneath the passenger's seat,
and a fully loaded shotgun under
the back seat.
The suspect was then trans
ported to the Stockton Police
Department.
A case of indecent exposure
also occurred on campus this last
week. A coed reported Thursday
morning that she was walking on
the southeast side of the Spanos
center when she saw a man stand
ing behind the doors of the
Spanos building.
When she was about 30 feet
away, the suspect dropped his
pants. He then fled westbound
toward Pershing Avenue.
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